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Foreword

Economics-Political Science Project

I
11.

Although by its very name the Point Council on Economic Education is obviously
committed to improving the teaching of economics, it has developed this Economics-
Political Science Series as a contribution to the teaching of the broad social studies
field We believe that all the publications in the .serjes will enable teachers to achieve
a number of purposes that rank high among the goals for social studies, and the
production procedure for the series demonstrates effective steps and Use of personnel
to develop social studies instructional materials.

The series is an outgrowth of the Economics-Political ience Project, which was
undertaken in 1973 The'project came into being because i ,was recognized that most
social issues were becoming increasingly complex and Multidimensional and yet
social studies teachers were generally unprepared to handle the teaching of such
material. As a result, students were not being prepartd to understand and act upon
crucial matters. The J M. Foundation had a strong commitment for many years to
improve the quality of our nation's citizenship edutition, and it provided the JCEE
with the initial grant to launch the Economics-Political Science' Project. -

The core of10EE strategy was to dray; heavily upon the experiences and juClgrrient
of outstanding social studies teachers in diagnosing what needed to be done and how
to do it The major program recommended to lay a foundation for the project was to
conduct a national workshop in which strategically situatell social, studies teachers
could be prepared to teach complex, multidimensional social issues effectively With
this experence as a beginning, it was anticipated that comparabletraining programs
could be provided.within states for other teachers. Furthermore. the experience of
the national workshop could be used to establish a basis for developing materials for
teaching thesocial issues'

As a pre 'urinary' step, pilot programs ,were held for social studies teachers in
North.Carolina and Oregon to gain experience and advice regarding the purposes,
personnel, content, materials, and procedures for the rational workshop. Among
the key recommendations that emerged were the following. (1) Participants should
include outstanding high school teachers with backgrounds in economics and
political science. (2) The workAop should focus on the analysis of major social
issues that involve economics and political science. (3) The workshop should focus
also on the techniques and resources for teaching the social issues selected. (4) The

' staff should include personnel ,capable of providing (Le essentials of economics and
political science, an analysis of the sdcial issues,...kvhith would draw upon and show
the interrelation of the pertinent topics in economics and political science; and

, leadership in demonstrating and developing teaching tech n ques and materials. (5)
The entire workshop shoUld be conducted in an exemplary annel so as to serve as
4 model for ter workshops in states and school districts.

The N nal Economics-PolitiCal Science Project Workshop ifias cor idukted dur-
ing the summer of 1974 at Haverford College, using the adjacent city of Philadelphia
as a resource for realistically relating the social issues being analyzed. Attending
sere teams of high school social studies teachers from 3f. states' who had been
carefully selected by their state Affiliated Councils'on Economic Education. Evalua-
tions of the workshop indicated that the purposes were achieved to a very high
degree. i

During the following year miniworkshops dealing with social issues were con-
ducted for social studies teachers in five regions of the nation. These programs weie
patterned after the national workshop and included teachers and materials from thlt
workshop. Funds for the national woesho* and the regional programs were
provided lAy the). M. Foundation, Ex xo Corpo ation (USA), and the Lilly Endow-.
ment, Inc.

It was at this stage that the Economics- itical Science Project turned to the
production of teaching materials. With continuing grajus from the J.M Foundation
and Exxon Corporation (USA), the JCEE employed four writing teams to develop



.i .
resource units for teaching major social issues The units were to be designed to teach
social issues a6alytically. integrating economics and political sciencOin the process,....
and they were to provide diverse examples and suggestions of units, methods, and
resources for classroom use. in order to achieve these aims, each team included an
economist, a political scientist,IWo social studies teachers, and a social 6 dies
curriculunispecialfst The team members selected had demonstrated their abilit es in
various phases of the Econonlics-Political Science PrOject .. ,

In August 1975 the writing teams were convened by the JGEE for an Intensive
planning seminar and, drawing upon the experiences and output of the national and
regional workshops. they developed the focus, format, and procedures for the

. Economics-rolitical Science Series. -. . -'
It was agried that resource guides were 'to be developed for analyzing the

following,. Health Care Policy, Tax Policy, Economic Stabilization Policy, Govern-
ment Regulation, Environmental Policy, HoUsing Policy, and Crime Control and
Prevention Policy. .

..

. ..... Each resource guidelvas to contain the following elements. (1) a delineation of the
core concepts of economics and political sience and their interrelationships, (2) a
Topic Overview providing background information for teachers and an in-depth
.economic-paiticai science analysis of the problem area on which the guide was
iocused. (3) ,a statement Of the rationale and significance of the problem area.
emphasizirig its .present arid potential place in the lives of students, (4.) an identiti-

'cation of the objectives and outcomes to be achieved from study of the problem area,.
(5) diverse examples of classroom activities, each designed to achieve one or more of

. tholobjectives
" Another major decision reached at that time was that,there should be extensive

exchange, review, and testing throughout the development process. All the ecfno-
mists and political scientists would react to each others analyses and they wopicralso
receive reactions and suggestionsdrom the high school social studieseachers The
economists and political ,scientists would review the content of the methodology
prepared by the high school teachers and the teachers would exchange theirmaterials
among themselves Beyond all this and of crucial irhportance. it was agreed that the
resource guides. would be extensively field-tested in classrooms throughout the
United States . . ,.

. All -these procedur0 have been followed and we have how conipleted this third
guide in the EPS series We 'believe the series is unique not only in the separate
features it embodies but more so in its composite emphases and contributions (1) a

. . foci's upon social issues of major interest and 'consequence to students, (2) an
. emphasis ulion.the teaching and learning of Analytical skills. (31) tbnidevelopment of

4hi understanding of the fundamentals of economits and political science. the
.enterrelationship between them, and the application of both disciplines in analyzing
and acting upon soda issues, (4) the use of diverse, proven teaching strategies and

a resources that ajm'cleaTly at achieving signkficant, measurable.outcomes .,

Another unlqie quality that can lie attrjbuted,to this series is the range of people
'who have liein involved in a close, working relationship college professors and high
school terherei ;economists and *political scientists, specialists in academic disci-.
plines and specialist's in methodology, teachers in school systems of varied sizes.

., -. 12cationi. and student populations. We believe all bf this has proved to be effective
and bodes well:fsor the dvielopirient of social studies in materials in the future

,,. Each publication in .the series identifies the people who contributed to its comple-
tion: and we.e)sEent our appreciation to them for their dedication and competence

V On behalf of myself and the joint*Coupal on Economic Education, I extend a special
message of a0prectation and commendation to June Gilliard of the JCEE staff for the

. ., most praiseworthy ways iii which she has coordinated the development and produc-

t. 'tieh of the Econom.14-POlitical Science Series She is recognized to be one of the
!nation's distiniuiShq social studies educators, and her role in this project should?

r provide her with additional distinction. Throughout the project valuable assistance
has also beerirovided by Anthony F Suglia and 5 Stowell Symmes of the KEE'
staff and .George G Dawson, director of the Center for Economic- Education at

.Einctire'Statet Collis-State University of New York and formerly a staff member of
JCEE .. - .

.

,
AlehOugh, the sup,p.ort of the'. M Foundatic(n and the Exxon Corporition (USA)

..- 4
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has been mentioned previously, we acknowledge again our gratitude to them for
providing the means to carry out the project and 'produce this series

Of course, the Economics-Political Science-Project which led to this series is not
completed nor is it ever likely to be. Now will come further use, adaptation.
modification, and improvement. Social issues are dynamic, and"there will be need for
different resource guides in the years to come. We encourage sdch ferment and shall
welcome suggestions that will enable us to join you in in doing what is needed to
improve the teaching-of social studies

Dr. George L. Fersh
Regional Representative, JCEE
Director, Economics- Political Scinece Project
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Preface

Organization and-Uses of Unit Resource Material

Policy decisions affect everyone Consequently, it is impoitant that students acquire
the knowledge and skills necessary for understanding the major policy questions
facing our society and for participating effectively in axe processes of public debate
and public decision-making

Analyzing Crime and Crime Control is the fourth in a series of resource, guides
focusing on economic-political analysissof contemporary public policies and issues.
The topics for all the units in the series were selected not only because of their
current relevance, but also in the belief that that issues will continue to be the focus
of public debate for some time to come

In developing the conomics-Political Science (EPS) resource guides every effort
was taken to Make the contents as widely useful as possible Material contained in
individual guides was designed to be used by high school teachers with instructional
responsibilities for economics. government. United Soils history, problems of
democracy. or other social studies courses dealing with contemporary social issues

The resotirce,guide on crime and crime control consists of four major components,
each designed to serve specific curricular or instructional purposes The Introduction
provides a general explanation of the conceptual framework used throughout the
series for analysis of policy problems and issues I t also provides a model that
teachers may use frit extending the study. of crime control pillicy or for developing
additional units dealing with economic-political analysis of other areas of public
debate and concern

The purpose of the Topic Overview is twofold _nisi, it provides the teacher with
background information on economic and political issues involved in the formation
of a policy for the control of crime Second, it serves as a concrete example of how
die conceptual framework described in the preface is applied to the economic-

atialysis of policy issues
The unit rationale and objectives and the instructional activities deal specifically

with pedagogical questions pertainjtig to'the why, what, and how of teaching.about
crime and policies for crime 'control.

About three weeks of study are needed to completeall the suggested instructional
activities in,the sequence presented. It is not anticipated, however, that every teacher
will wish to use the material in that manner. Therefore, the activities are designed so

.. they may be used singly or in various combinations, depending upon the amount of
time the teacher wishes to devote to the topics and the needs of the particular 'student
group being taught. To assist teachers in determining which activity or combination
of activities is most appropriate for their `students each instructional activity has
been keyed to the objectivis it is designed to achieve.

We wish to express our appreciation to Ruth I Butterfield, John H. George, John
S Morton, and Lorraine, H. Scheer for their help in defining the direction of this
fourth unit in our EP,S Series and for their watk in developing the original resource
materials. Special thanks 'are due Lawrence A. Mayer. who synthesized the final
version of the Overview

June V Gilliard
EPS Project Coordinator
and Director of Curriculum

ix
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1 INTRODUCTION

/LAURENCE LEAMER AND PAUL A. SMITH

A central purpose of this series
t

is to help students in
learning to view society and it problem from both
economic and political perspectives. This n best be
done through study of specific cjpestions, eac of which

. entails'akeconomic and politic 1 analysis of distinct
.ci'a I problem.

!Economics and political scie ce are Complex tellec-
tual "disciplines," each having an extensive, dy of
theory and methodology. As sigh. their apPlieat ns in
the diverse areas of polici,deicisiori-making ma leave

"the teacher se4rchi4 for certain "essentials c rtain/ core ideaswith which to explain matters to the stu ent.

rek concepts that mark each discipline These are
Such essential; cSri be found in a modest numb of
bas
pEesented in separatestatemehts below, followed b a
hrief discussion of how thbse concepts May be combtri d
to provide an integrated approach to the teaching f
economies and political science.. ;

1. AN ECONOMICS FRAMEWORK FOR .

ANALYSIS OF POLICY ISSUES1

It is useful to think of the concept[ that form the basis.
understandingfor economic nderstanding in ,terms, of several broad

"concept clusters."' The diagram provided in Figure 1
(page 2) illustrates how these crusted and vrrious sub..
clusters are combined to form a schematic framework
for economics curricula and instruction.

Every economy, however it may be organized, faces
the fundamental problem that economic resource; (nat-
ural resources, human resources, capital goods) are lim -a
ited relative to the practically unlimited wants of people

.
-

Lauremet Learner, who is the author.of several JC.LE publi. atioos.
N at a prufesior of etemorruts at iheStat Un.veisIty of New lurk at
Bingli'amton previous to his retirement Paul A Smith is professor of
pohticalscience and director of undergraduate programs at4he $arne
Instuption

' ' .
b. 4

I Adapted from the January 1977 unPublished report prepared by
W Lee Hansen. eltiairman. Framework (ummitte for the Joint
Count on Etononiic Edutatiun M,aster Cum...Atop rrujett

4
1rr

1

.0

.1

in the economy. How people allocate Oleie resources
among many competing human :wants varies greatly
among different economic systems. One broad class of
systems solves this complex problem largely by reliance
on tradition (e g!. some underdeveloped- economies),
another one by "command''.(e.g., centralized economies
such as China and the U.S.S.R.), ancla third class by a
decentralized market mechanism(e.g the United States
and' most Western European nations). In reality, most

, economies are mixed in their use of the three approaches
and in the economic institutions they have developed,
and the aggproaches end institutions change with the
passage oitime. We focus primarily on the American
economic, system, but it is important to recognize that
other sygtems face the same central economic problem
of scarcity, although they deal with it differently.

When examining any economic system it is helpfulto
look both at its parti (microeconomics) and the whole
(macroecondhics). In microeconomics independent ele-
ments can be explored, such. as what products are Pro-

,'duced, how much a firm produces; how Much income a
family earns, Or why corn prices are what they are. But
some problems require an analysis from the perspective
of the total (macro) economy. Then economists examine
aggregates such as general price levels, gross national
products, employment levels, and other phenomena.

In our largely private enterprise economy (leaving
government asi4e for a' moment) competitive market
priceS are the dominant mechanism used to allocate
scarce resources Perfect competition rarely exists in the

'real world, but the competitive market providekus with
a model Of how markets "should" work when no indi-
vidual is a big .enough part of the total market to have
any perSonal influence on market price.

In striving to maximize profits, businesses try tO
Produce ai the lowest possible cost those goods and
services that consumers are willing and able to buy. In
some cases they' also seek to influence consumer de-
mands through, advertisingand other selling activities.
They draw productive resources (such as.laboi, land,
and machinery) into those enterprises where they' will

.° contribute r-cost to, meeting consumerdemands. While

ti

.
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I.Trade-offs among Goals I
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FIGURE 1. .

. Framework for Analysis of EConomic Policies and Issues

' Systematic ,analysis oeconomic policies requires:

IDENTIFICATION OF ,ISSUES , I

Issues Pertaining to ..
Relative Role of the

Market vs. Government
Action

Issues Pertaining
.to Overall

Performance of
the Economy .

4-

Issues Pertsing
to Distribution

of Income.

KNOWLEDGE & AICATIpN OF BASIC ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

[The Ecoriomir Problem (. . .
which arises from scarcity and the need 'for choice,

t
and. necessitates.the development of

I"Econdrnfc Systems]
a

A

for resolving problems and issues dealing with what to produce, how to produce, how
much to produce, and how to distribute the fruits of production:

. .
Microeconomics:.Resource Allocation,

income Distribufion;7etc.
and Macroeconomics:'Economic

Stability and Growth, etc. ,

..-

KNOWLEDGE OF ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS 1

which provides the factual and behavioral background needed to apply economic concepts

.

[ EVALUATION OF ECONOMIC ACTIONS AND Poricps 1
-4.-

which necessitates distinguishing between
-.

./
i I Questions of Fact or Fredictiori vs. Queitions of judgment or Values"

% -

e r.

by applying .

.1 Measurement Concepts
,

for assessing economic performance,

identifying
. v-

1

Goaltpalues i ...

. . .
to be used as criteria for evaluating policy alternatives,

. and

weighing policy choices in terms of

1

i

t
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doing sg, businesses payout incomes to vyakers,,laita;
owners and other supplierof produCtiye.services who
.are also trying tp maximize their economic returns by 0.
getting the best possible value pt price for 'vital they
bave to offer .Thesegincomes. in (Orli. mak it possible
for income receivers to bid for sciods the Want Thus
markets in which prices rise And fern response to
Changing demands and supplies-Provide the mechanism
that links consumer's and bufinesses, each group seeking
to make the best of its position 'Ind'aSjlities, yet each
dependent upon the other In econo ics this is de-
scribed as a circular flow molel of the onomic sys em
Individuals and businesses who s e part of, thei un-
corne and ma.kethese sayings available for investmen n
new prgcluCtive faqilities or in huinan things increase
society's capacity to produce in future years' As a result,
another circular flow ixiits, corinecting tkose having .

air* to invest and thOse seeking funds t6 I% invested .

IncliCid41 freedom of choke is central-to the way the,
largely decentralized. market:directed Amerigan econ-
omy defines its goals and allocates its !united resources.
But 'those individual freedoms of the consumer, wag.
'earner, investor, and entrepreneur are limited by laws
and social institutions protecting the individual and
society Thos markets and prices, reflecting shifting
demand and supply conditions, are are main regulators
of the allocation of scarce resources in the'production.91
- the most destied goods and services. but governMent.
unions, trade associations, and otheninstitu lions help to
set.anenforce the rules under whiclkcompetition takes
place, and sometimes parficipate actively in the process .

of production and'distribution
, There are two general types of queries fundamenial

understan& nolicy,issues. One concetri,elrestions of
fact or pre action What is known'about ecortornibe-
havior? Qr, if we undertake some "action. what.will be
the predicted effects? Tle'other type concerns questions

tudgment or values: What ought to be done to alter
'economic behavior? Should vie undertake a particirlar
policy or not. gihn that various peopleand groups may
be diff,erently affected? The failtire to distinguish be-
tween questions of whatipand what 'ought to be is the
cause of endless conf &ion and can lead to inappropriate
policy,analysis. .

As -we sort through the 'vast array of questions ond
issues coming at us from newspapers, television, politi-

. cal cjimpaigns, and our involvement in economicife,we
fikithat most of them can be grouped into the following
three brOad,categories...

One major set"of issues concerns the relative"r .of
private market forces and collective government actio s.

On- these issues we are inferestetk in knowing 'w at
happens, or What is likely to happen, in response to a
ch.angeirt the demand' for, supply of, and the resulting
price of indittiduargoods and serviced. To changes in the
iupply and demand for labor and capital To new level'
opments in technology These questions call for a de-
scription of the total economic system or its parts"
behave under conditions of free competition and vary-
ing. degrees of restriction A related set of qUestions
pertains to "what ought to,be done:" What ought to be .

. r

saY., when rising pries for inc!ivichl'al products
(e.g., oil. gasoline, sugar, or coffee) become a political
issue? This involves thinking about whether to rely
upon the 'operation of market forces or to rely upon
collective action via government policy Weft as price
teilin rationing, special taxes, and 'the like. Another
way of phrasing the question is. When should' direct
gi_rvernment action be used to allocate resourcesdiffer-
ently from the way the Pricewitem would allocate
them?, For example, should local government- act to
'alloiate energy sources, such as oil or gas. Should gqv- . .

ernment continue to subsidiie shipbuilding,if arming?
Most of-these questions concern economic efficiency. To
consider appropriate public policy about suchquestions.

,one must first determur the consequences of choices.
anaiy2e them relative to desired results and values, and
th,ert make what ope believes to be the most favorable
policy dectsiort ut other questions of collectiveactiorr'
relate closely tareconomic equity, For ex'ample should .

government taise gasoline taxes or use a direct quota
rationing system to allcate relatively,ur.limited gasoline
suppliesZ,Only ,after a-detailed examination of alrthe

'possible effects would one he in a positioia to reach a
judgment.

Another important category of issues relates do the
economy's performance. What. 'causes- inflation?
What ';causes" unernploymern?What° should bedone
about inflation or unemployment'? What policies should
be pursued when unemployment and inflation exist
simultaneously? What .causes economic, groith?

`What are some of:the benefits and costs of economic
tgrowth?. What 'is' the long-run' relationship between
economic growth, population, and employment? ,Be-
tweet; economuc gtowth and the environment? What
the "appropriate" rate,of growth? Should wea.ttifmpt to
speed up or slow dowp economic growthor pursue a,
"no- growth" policy? What is the best way to carry out

, our policies?
A third major categoty.of issues relates to the distri-

blition of income produced by thi4operation of market
forces. and the redistribution/of government action.
Again, it is important to separate. 'is from should be,
issues. What is the current distributionArtoome? What
produces this distribution? To what extent does this
distribution perpetuate itself? What is the effect of exist;
ing 'and of proposed government policies on income
distribution? Should policies -be adopted thN are de-
signed explicitly to change the,dist ribu non of income or
economic well-being? Should the tax-structure be made
more or less progressive? Should schools continue obe,
financed largely by propert taxes? Should policies de-
signed to improve etono efficiency be adoptedif they
affect the distributio ncome? Should government
subsidize the hart; o' elderly find low-Income
renters? These issues. ;ale immediately visible and
others hidden Just below the surface, appear to be critical
to virtualLfall the questions posed earlier. They come
up in any evaluation of how the market system works, !.
in determining whether collechve'decisionsaltcr indi-
vidual economic decisiods, and in assessing the extent to
vvhiti inflation, unemployment, and growth affect the

3 .
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genera.] well-being of the population Who gains and
who loses, and who should gain and ivho should lose are
the questions that best summarize what is at stake here

There are several reasons why unkcinivocal answers
to these and similar questions are not readily available.
Economic systems are complex, and an understanding

, of these systerits requires a conceptual framework, fac-
tual and cultural information, the application of analy-
sis, the,making of judgments, and the deterininatio'n of
action to be taken Moreover, our ability td know exactly,.
how effectively the economy and its'components func-
tion is limited by diffipilties in obtaining accurate and
timely measurements of economic activity Fipally, a
variety of unanticiphed events affects economic activ-
ity, and thereby makes it difficult to predict accurnay
the results of specific economic decisions. Unlike qte,
physical sciences, carefully controlled experin\ents ag r
dif tilt to Undertake in economics,

Even if our understanding of the economy and e'co-
npmic decision-making were vastly improved, we still

. could not expect all disagreemeres on ,economic issues
and questiotia to be eliminated Certainly, some disa-
greements will be resolved as,our undefstandirti is in-
creased Many disagreements will persist, however, be-
cause of differences in-judgments about the actual or
pseclicted effect of 'specific decisions, and still others will
remain be6use individual economists, as do most indi-
viduals, adhere to different sets et values.

The heart of economics is decision-makingchoosing
among alternatives But economic decisions are not Made
in a vacuum. Rather, they are made an the light via set
of goals. These goals vary from one society to another,
from one group to another within a society, and from
one individual to another within a group Among the
goals.most evident in the"modern world and particularly
in American societyore freedom,' economic efficiency,
equity. security, stability (full unemployment and the
absence of.inflition), and economic progress

Economic decisiOn-making involves the opportunity
cost pr,inciple. It refers to what must be giv.en.up, i e., to
opportunities foregone when scarce resources are used
to produie particular goods and services A decision to
Produce one good entails giving up the possibility of
producing something else that uses the same resources.
The cost of producing that ',something else- is the
opportunity cost of producing the good chosen. For an
indtviaual, th'eopportunity cost of something purchased
is the price of whatever could have been bought instead.
Opportunity costs for a society are the, costs of the
alternative uses to v*Thich it could have put its productive
resources.,

A 'person or a group choosing one good instead of
another is making a trade-offthat is, iiving,up less pf
one thing for more of something else. Society has=to
make trade-offs too. e.g , between its need fclr more
energy and 'its desire to preserve the environment. Es-
sentially this involves comparing the various costs and
behefits of each of the alternatives and determining how
these costs and benefits will affect different groups
within the eiconomic system.

I

d'
Goals or criteria' provide a means'of evaluating t e

'41erforinime of no; Dilly an economic system and parts
4.of it, but also of existing programs and proposed new

pokies However, many of the goals conflict,-and diffi-
cult ttade-offs have to be made. Examples are farm price
supports, which promote security but reduce efficiency,

inmimum wage laws, which can be though of as equita-'
ble but may increase teenage unemployment; and wage-
price conflols, which may restrain inflation, but also
reduce efficiency and freedom Economic analysis does
not make explicit value iudgmerits in these policy areas,
but it does help people to understand the nature of thg
trade-offs so that they can form their dwn pudgments in
the light of their own values Perhaps most important, it
encourages use of a reasoned approach in dealing with
controversial economic issues

.

2. A POLITIC/N.1. SCIENCE FRAMEWORK

FOR ANALYSiS OF POLILL1 SUES2 ,

The political scientist uses certain major concepts to
find meaning in the world of politics These concepts
direct attention to the significant qualities of.any politi-
calsystem ana provide measures of its effectiveness' As'
in other intellectual disciplines, there considerable
disagreement in political science about what things are
important arid'how they should Se studied Neverthe-
less, while political scientists might argue about exact
crefinitiOns and preferred approaches, the following con-
cepts provide us with working tools for politics] analy-
sis Each of the problems we shallabe addressing in this
series isia problem of public policy, and thusits solu-
fionor nonsohitionmust involve political decision-
making.-These %concepts will provide the mearits for
understanding that process.

The first concept is authoiity. By this.we refer to the
legitimacy that a political leader or procedure or policy
has. A political action is authoritative to the extent that
it is accepted as right and proper by the community it'
affects. Authority, therefore, is a relationship that arises
not from 'the will of governors but from the beliefs of
the governed. What gives a political decision authority
is usually its connection with some basic procedure or
institution that the community views as a fundamental
value Often this is expressed by some historical event
of document. For example, we say that, the USNonsti-
tution givesbthe President authority toecommand the-
armed forces and the Congress authority to declare war,
while neither has au thority to do both,

Of course there are many kinds of authorityin art,
scienceKrefigion, and so forthall involving standards
of performance or truth The clistinctiVe aspect of polit-
ical authority is in its relationship to social paver. "The
state, we often .say, embodies .the authority to ,make
"'final" deOsaons alfecting social values or, More specif

4

_2 The statement of, pohtIcal science concepts was prepared by
Pmievor Smith, with the consensus. or the other political sae!).
hos invoked in the,proiect
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'tally, to use coercive force Political authority is a tricky
concept because it is often confused with power and
beCause its exercise almost always means that some
members of the community must do things thy don't
want to do. The complicates the quality of approval
implied by authoritative acts. Authority wanes as this
complication grows. , .

Our second concept is power. Power is the capacity to
get people to do things they would not otherwise du,
with political power activating instrumentalitiO of col -
tettive .sancticiticustomarily the stmt. Obviously,
power has many sources. It can "come out of the mouth
of a cannon" or it can rest on such forces as love/money,
oratory, knowledge, or authority. Like authority. p6wer
expresses a relationship It rests on shared values and
unequal resources Power is authoritative, only when its
exercise is .accered as legitimate .by the community
When power-goes beyond authorey, deep conflicis oc.,
cur in the community and governments must use more
6:ace and coercion to sustain themselves and carry out
polities We ordinarily think of dembcratic government
as a model ,in which power and authority overlap and
where explicil-procedures of cdnsent are used to deter-
mine authofity The distribution (who,has how. much;

.and exercise of power are thus key factors in the way
problems of public policy are handled its the political
system.

Although we halve used:the term public policy as if
it were a simple and commonly understood concept, in
recent years political sc.ientists have given considerable
Attention t meaning and analysis. One reason for
this as that often difficult to khow when an action is
or is not part of a policy," and when nongoverruhental
institutions. actually might be making policy For our
purposes, this third concept refers to patterns of action
by government that are directed at recognized social
problems. Thus we think of piiblit policy not as one
action but as a series of actions having political authority
and aimed at some coherent set of social needs Policy,
therefore, is something that results from what govern-
ment does and that reflects the power, values, and skills
of the political community

In order to deal(with the multiple group and individual
actions that go into policymaking, political scientists
often use th'e concept of.." process. This refers to the
dynamic relationshipsespecially the relationships of
influenceamong those who take part is the various
steps through, which policy is suggested. formulated,
authorized, changed, and so forth. Sorrittimes the 'pol-
icymaking process' refers to what happens in the polit-
ical system a whole, and sometimes to actions leading
to, a particular policy or set of policies. In either Lase,
process is alway,s'active in nature, and the term empha-
sizes that go'verning or policymaking cannot be de-
scribed adequately by formal structures of authority or
power

This brings us to our fifth concept,' institernoris
wellestablished and "structured" patterns of' behavior
through which power is exercised and governmental
actions are taken. Congress, the Presidency,, the Su-

4re
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preme Court, politiCal, 'parties, elections, regulatory
agencies, and city councils 'are all political institutions.
Each of these is composed of a distinct structure of rules,
procedures, roles, expectations and rewards, and each
serves Certain functions. In America mstitutionaldevel-
'opment is .well advanced and policymaking is largely
channeled through certain types of political institutions
designed to -produce" policy. Since institutionsiare by
definitiort well-established, and elements of tiled struc-
ture are often defined,by formal rules {laws), political
institutions tend to embody large amounts of authority
in their respective areas.of jurisdiction Indeed. we often
refer to persons who hold pp,sitions or offices in govern-
ment as "authorities So strong is this institutionaliza-
tion that political activities outside of that are of telt
viewed -with suspicion, if not outright opposition. Tor
example, street or courtitiom derti4istrations arensurally
treated as highly controversial and'Out of ode? in the
American community. :1

Political institutions, therefore, tell us a lot abolt
public policymaking. As embodiments of authority,
they are preferred channels for political action and
power. They are not,drily natural targets f.whose an the
community whq wish to influence policies, but also are
guides to who has community power. For example.
congressional committees are the foctis of political activ-
ity by those community interests over which the com-
mittees have jurisdiction, hence those samecommittees
usually become biqed in favor of those eery interests
The same thing happens to regulatory agencies It is
easy to see, therefore. that most policy processes occur
in and around institutions. Moreover, inipor tant rela-
tionships develop between political institutions an-3
other typeseconomic institutions* for example Bus,-
ness,corporations, labor unions, and markets have dose
and cotnPlex ties to political institutions ranging. from
committees of Congress and federal regulatory agencies
to small -town governments.

Our sixth and last concept 15 political participatron .

activities that are part of political decision-making, the
results of which are supported by the power and author-
ity of the state. The first point to be made about partici- ff
pation is its diversity. Votihg is probably the form of
participation most Americans would think of before any
other, since free elections are an.mstitution in America.
But for those of us interested in public policymaking; .

other forms of participation are mote usefulwriting,
letters to members of Congress, direct lobbying, or
contributing to political campaigns, for example. Brib-
ing or ass4sinating or providing information to govern-
ment officials are other examples. These remind. us that
some forms of participition.are more legitimate, more
costly, or mote effective than others.

A second point about participation is apparent from
the above description some members of the community
participate more than others. Although it is not easy to
sutntharize the enormonsly complicated nature of this
point, as a rule the more resources of wealth, skill, or
status people have, the moreand more effectively they
participate The fact that this generalization can be made .

5
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for every known political system has obvious implica-
tionifor the distribution of power, the nature of policy-
Making, and the outcomes associated with policies De-
mocracies pride themselves on expanding participation,
and this is a public value inthe United States. Even so,
the general relationship between resources and, partici-
.pation remains. Moreover, participation is greater in
sortie areas of policymaking than in others. For example,
fewer Athericans -decide- the levelpf defense expendi-
tures each year" than where bridges will be built over
inland waterways Participation must be measured and

- judged not only in terms of amount, but also in terms of
quality.and breadth' Some men and women might par,
ticipate with greet intensity (and effect) in a relatively
narrow area of policy, while others might participate,
over a wider range and with less effectiveness in anyone
area Thus political participation is many-faceted and
complex

Looking back on the six concepts we have singled out
for special emphasii in the understanding and applica-
tion of political science, we see that each one i itself has
a good chance of becoming an arena of controversy in
the policymaking process Does a particular policy rep-
resent an "abuse or a maldistribution of power? Did
the policy process wrongly exclude deserving groups in
fie community.? Does government intervention consti-
tute a "'misuse of authority" or the "abridgment of
rights"? The reason for this is that these concepts not
only involve descriptioN and analysis of politics. but the
emigration of politics as well Each carries with it values
and standards How much power is good? What extent
of authority is_ptoper? Who should p.alticipate, and in
what way/ And beyond this is the question of political
effectiveness, the capacity of the political syste'm to act,
to work, to get things dOne Rememher that Mussolini
was originally complimented because he got the trains
to run on'time" (which later turned out to be questiona-
ble) So the effectiveness of agiverningarrangerhent or
or of a public policy also beNnes (and hardly surpris-
ingly),a criterion of value.

,

Finally, we ate left with the question, "What is poi-
itcs?" Political (or "public") authority, power, process
policy institutiallis, and participation all involve con-

- flicts of value Politics is the working oyt of thee
conflicts so that policies are made and governments can
function In democracies politics isanariced by bat:gain-
ing, compromise, and accommodation, and it is this
meaning ,of politics that is most comrnor>romerica.
Where there is policy unanimity within a political corn-
munity or where policies are imposed on a community,

'there-is no place for politics Polities, therefore, occurs
where there is conflict over, social policies, and where
those conflicts are resolved with a minimum of value
loss to any particular interest Some meriibers of the
community will win, others will lose.Sortie will get more
than others, But the gains and losses will be limited by
the process of politics Politics is often looked upon as a

inecessary evil. with suspicion and skepticism. But as
you consider the different -problems of public policy,
and the conflicts and contrpversies over solutions thht
divide 'the community, , imagine what policymaking

O
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would be without politics. It would be policymaking of
absolute unanimity or absolute coercion, or both Nei-
ther of these is consistent with, our basic ideAls of indi-
,Viduality and thefitsand N)igoTous expression of ideas.

of

3. INTEOATING ECONOMICS fr.v
AND4POLITIC4LSCIENCE) :

.1

While economicsend/ political science re sePartie
disaph es. it is important to keep in cr:thet they "",

have much in common, and 'that ineffective analyses bf
public policy grey almost always must berused togt/theei.
Indeed, "political economy"' itself has a long and distin-
guished tradition as an intellectual disciplinee. Thesimi-
larities and differences-between economics and-political
science are'summarized in Figure 2.

Both economics and political science are once
with human 'values and viith the decisio err(
values that have social cortsequences. Both. iscip Ines
are social sciences, which means that both have similar

. standards of scientific logic. evidence collection. and
construction of theory In short, they share a common
emphasis on verified explanations of patterns of social
life. Both, therefore, are concernedwith social problems.
See Part II inTigure 2 for a summary of the four stepsn

. a.rational approach to the study of Social probtemt.
But the two disciplines differ in their frame

analysis, institutions, fundamental concepis,
of evidence or. "data" they most common

6
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ploy. ,
Economists and political scientists,have therefore dev.el-
oped different areas of expertise Economists are experts
on the vast array of stable and changing conditions that .

are related to the distribution anti exchange oi goods and
services. They concentrate their attention on the insti-
tutions or arenas where these economic decisions take

-place. The mbst notable arenas are what economists call
"markets,'" in which prices aricdetermined by the deci-
sions of buyers and sellers. Here the ci.;ta are commonly
in theforrn of units of economic valuemoneywhich :
have the ghat advantage of precision and comparability..

Political scientists, on the other hand, are experts on
the distribution and Aisel:Cs_dcial power and on the
institutions through whichtteit power is mobilized and
made authoritative. Most Zia*, these are institutions
of government. political parties; and elections Since
there are no measures of power or authority comparable

. to those of money and market value, political scientists
use various forms of data to study politics. including '`
votes, opinion surveys, laws, and judicial decisons. It is ,
also true that just as economists recognize that actions
of governifieryt affect economic conditions directly acid
indirectly, political scientists know that economic re

/sources are sources of social power and that -economic
issues are a major element of politics.

Insofar as alternative social '-goals can be assigned
economic values and markets exist in which those values
can be expressed and ,measured, economic analysis can
be .used to judge the desirability of proposed policies.
Coit-beiiefit analysis is one way of determining desira-
bility actions will be undertaken if the benefits exceed

1-
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TilE SUBJECT MATTER OF POLITICAL ECONOMY:
A framework for Analysis of Political- Economic POlicies and Issues

k 7
FIGURE 2 .
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FiCONOMiCS
(Econornk Science)

toirries
(Political Science)
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"
THE ECQNOMIC PROBrEM
(Wants > Resources...* Scircit y. i.e.. our wants exceed
available resources and therefore scarcity exists)'

FOUNDATION

,

THUS

41. ,

THE POLITICAL PROBLEM
(Conflicts of interest)

* i. Political economy is the study of the methods by which society
.

employs its resource's (human, capital. natural, time) productively .
for the fulfillment of human wants.

ar 4
a

Towa

Economics is a sftly of society 'decides
a What wants to produce e what wants to fulfill) and how

mud)* produce

ls How to produce most efficiently (i e heiv to alliicate ref
resources incist prqdictively to their altermutve possible uses)

c For whom to produce (i e . who is ip ger what and how much
and how( is this to be decided) e.

resolves ..-on s of interest over the authoritative aliocation of ,
values, thus a study of power

rd these ends

rolitics is a study of how a society decides
a. What goal values are to be sought and given authonty

b How societies art to be organized for the pursuit and use of
power and aui horny U e.. mechanisms for resolving chalk'.
ing values, achieving social goals)

Fnr whom the organization exists e.. Who gets what. whose
goal,. arc served')

II Political economy is the study of social problems relating both to the functioning of the organization as a whole Andy
to its particular tristituticia.

*
f

Beth econornics.a4 political science usually employ a problems approach involving. folir steps

a. Definition of the P/o6lemWhat desired goals are believed to be inadequately served by existing institutions?
How does "whit confba with what many think "ought to

. ..
Economics is concerned with problems relating oalticularly to the goals . .of .

, I. EffiCieacy and productivity.,
. .

2. Growth
141. . ct...

3. Stability (both fun emri)oyment and general pnceAlability),'

4. Security . 01 .,

5. Equity in the distnbbligp of income .le
.

*-4

Peitly.1 is concerned with problems relating particularly w the goats
' of

. I Justice in the exercise of power

2 FrquIty in the distribution of power (income, deference,
lezunty. influence)

3 Freedom (both limits on the use of power and access to
resources heeded to realize indivWual potential.

4. Effectiveness

b Understand ing of the problem hat concepts. Meat analytical toOls, what facts do economics a nd political
. . scienc, have to coninhute to an understanding of the problem and its proposed solutions?

Values?e consequertees.for o - ' - 4 allocation and use of power? . , .

What'dq we knot ; about how productively resources are cobeing em- What do we know about value conflicts (i.e., conflicts of interest)
ployed for the fulfillment of human wants relaced to the problem and related to the problem, how they are bang resolved, and the resulting
th Zhu

.., . -.. ..
c Pubtk policy aitermulvet--What are their economic and political implications? How may citizens. as individuals
, and groups, influence policy;clecisionmaking?

What will be the probable consequen.p. both in the short run and long , Who is proposing what and-why? How dues pnvate interest relate to
run (the seen effects and the 'insects). for the economic goals stated public interest? What are the probable consequences lot the political

. above? ,
. -. goals identified above?

. . Jut policy alternatives will bring the greatest net realization of values?

lie 7. a more optimal allocation (use) of resources (so that then . ' I.e.. tesolution of the problem with a minimum .slue loss to any partici-
marginal vilue products in all allemitsve uses will-be equal). I pant and a maximum value gam to all. .

s Which policy alternative is ini>st compatible with ode's economic philosophy (i.e., one's view of the

. :7

"'proper pie of governmerfilin relation to the economy)?

d Action--How may one implement One's views"

group to bring about desired changes? .

How dons one act as consumer. producer. as a member of an merest

..,. ' .
1

Ijow may one as a citizeh or leader participate in politics to be most
effeCtiv$ in bringing about desired changes? . 1

tt
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:the costs, brit will not be undertaken if the costs exceed
'. . -..the benefits' , .. , ...,

* ,When, however humart values' cannot be rheasuted .

as economic goofs, or when markets are for some reason
'such aseinonopolies) not effective in their pricing and..,
ditribution fUnctions, then policy decisions tend to be
moved from Eire economicto the ;Political aiena The
realm of polii,ics can encompass conflicts amprig alter:
native human values and social pals of all :sbrts, With,
the resulting policies being enforced through the power,
and "authorityoi government for each of the social
problems treate

r
in this series, you.weil find it eiveresting

to observe how ecoilo'mer And pat:cal factor's tugether
contribute to both the,tause and posaible Olutions of
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the problems and'ho' w scientists analyze in their destine-
Live ways what the problems are and how they might be
solved . ,

While,we recognize the rripe;rtance,rg the other social
sciences and the extent to which they enhance, one s
uriderstanding of public problems and issues; our aim
'here is to combine only two of these disciplines econom-
ics and p-olitical.sLience The teacher resource materials
Eontairied in this and other units in the series provide
concrete illustrations of how ,economics and political
science may be combined to enable students tir to ana-
lyze and understand policy issues and t2) to participate
effectively in the political process through which policy
alternatives are examined, promoted, and acted upon...
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- )"Introduction

t

TOPIC OVERVIEW
1 .

PERSPECTIVES ON CRIME AND PUNISHMENT
.

JOHN H. GEORGE, JOHNS, MORTON, AND LgRRA1NE H. SCHEER

,

Fear of crime is a major worry among Americans. And
no Wonder.. One's own experiences, news reports., and
stories from neighbors, friends, and relations amply, .

. attest to the pervasiveness of crime in our society. More-
over, the anecdotal evidence is clearly refleited in ha-
tional statistics. The numbers show that th.e perpetration
of crime (see Table 1) has been increasing for at least two
decades, and increasing faster than the growth of the
poNtlation. ,

rise
appears to have been some slackening in the.

rise of criminal activity during the second half of the,
,1970s.-But the statistics for 1979 suggested a reversion

. to the .previous trend. And all along the nature drthe
crime committed has been turning uglier.

&N,

011

Murder, for example, used to be thought of- mainly as a
crime of pas-sion -an outgrowth of quarrels between husbands
and wives, lovers neighbors, or other 'relatives and friends In
fact. Most murders still involve victims and offenders who
know one, another, but since the early 1960s courdir at the
and of a stranger has increased nearly twice as fast 4 murder,

by relative's,' itiends; and acquaintances, (Much of the latter
increase invoiv s killings growing out of rivalries bajwien
df}ig de eters and gangs ) In Chicago, for which detailed
figures are availably; the number of murders of the 'classic
crime of:paision variety rose 31 percent between 1965 and
1973, in that same period, murders by strangers-"stranger
homicides; as criminologists call them -more than tripled.

Rape has been changing M a similar direction In 1967,
people knOwn to the victim-Istranged husbands and lovers,
other relatives and friends,, and casual acquaintances-were
resRo, nsible for nearly half the rapes that occurred. (Some

fr

I

studies rut the proportion even higher In 1975, two-thirds of
° all rape victims were attacked by strangers, with such attacks

accounting for virtually the entire 140 percent increase in the
Jr' number of reported rapes.since the mid-1960s. ,

On the other hand, robberytaking itioney.or property
front another person by force or the threat of force-has always
been a "crime committed predominantly by strangers The
chances of being rittbed havemore than tripled since the early
196bs. a larger increase than that registered for any other nialot
crime. Robbers are more violent than they used to be nowa-
days,. one robbery victim in three is injured, compared to the
1967 catiooone in five Although firm figures are bard to
tome by, it would appear that robbery kdlings have increased
four- or five-fold since the early 1960s, accounting for perhaps
half the growth in stranger homicides.

The most disturbing aspect of the growth in "street crime-
.1; theturn tpward viciousness, as well as violence, op the part
of many yountcriminals. A lawyer who,was a public defender
noted for her devotion to herklienis interests, as well as for
her legal ability, speaks of a terrifying generation of kas
that emetged during the late 19b05 and early 705 When she
began practicing . adolescents and young men charged with
robbery had, at worst, pushed or shoved a pedestrian or
storekeeper to steal money or merchandise, members of the
pew, gtrieration kill, maim, and injuie.without reason or re-

.,

morse.
Epr along time; criminologists, among others, tried to pooh-.,

. pooh talk about a use in street came... But the increase has
been, too large, and conforms too closely to people s dayto-
day experience, to be dismissed as a statistical illusion. The fact
is that criminal valence has become a universal:tot just an
American, ilhenomenon Once crime-free nations, t such as
England, Sweden, West Germany, the Netherlands, and

9
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France, as well as more turbulent C ountries, sui.h as Italy, are
now plagued with an epidemii. of murder, kidnapping, rub-
bery, and other forms of imme and viulentesume of it
politkally inspired. al of it trimtnal in intent and konsequenke
(Within the United States.. rime has ini.reased more rapidly in
suburbs and small Likes thari &large kites) Wherever one
turnsin virtually every free nation except japanpeople are
worried about' crime in the streets .1

The Incidence of Crime
Of necessity, data on crimes in part depend on the

number reported to the.pofice Consequently, when the
statistics rise, one factor may be a greater tendency for
the public to notify the police of the crimes to which it
has been subjected Conversely, of course, declines or
smaller increases may be the result of less notification to
the police It is probable that greater or lesser discliSsil re
by the public results from changing confidence in the
efficiency of ,the police or changing perceptions of how
willing the police are to act when victims do report
crimes

Another reason available national ,crime data are in-
complete and unsatisfactory is the recording prat tic% of
the police themselves Some police forces may al times
fail to record notifications of crime because they feel the
complaints are unwarranted (e g , the result of a family
grudge), or because certain crimes are difficult to solve
and therefore make police performance on arrests look
poor

The national crime statistics in Table 1 are from The
Uniform Crime Reports-UCR -of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation These figures not only depend on those
crimes of which the police have knowledge or have

'recorded, but also on whether the police report them all
to the FBI Thus, the Uniforrri Crime Reports are not
based on uniform reporting' standards The UCR con-
centrate on seven major categories of crime-the so-
called Index crimes or Part I offenses that the table
shows Index crimes do riot include the other categories
of crimePart II offertsCs-that are reported to the FBI
other' assaults, arson. forgery and counterfeiting, fraud,
embezzlement, buying, receiving, or possessing stolen
property, vandalism, carrying or possessing weapons,
prostitution and commercialized vice, sex offenses'. vio-
lationsof narcotic druglaws, gambling. offenses against
family and children, driving while intoxicated, viola -'
lions of liquor laws, drunkenness, disorderly conduct,
vagrant',_ all violations of state or local laws except as
mentioned above, suspicion, curfew and loitering (Ju-
veniles), and runaways (juveniles)

Some notion of the.reliaBility of the UCR figur6 can
be inferred from suoveys conducted by the U S Bureau
of the Census for the Law Enforcement Assistance AU-
ministration (LEAA) of the U S Department of Justice

LEAA "victimization" surveys of the population
at large show, a's one might expec Cthat the number of

4

( harks E Silberman. Ctirnonal Violeme. Crimmal )ustue New
York Random House 1078) pp 4 5

.1

incidents ?if crime people say occurred the preceding
year is greater than',the ,nuiriber of offenses the UCR
reports for that year However, the ratio between victim-
izations and crimes as reported by the UCR system
remains fairly stable Therefore, although the, FBI s fig-
ures understate The amount of crime committed, there
seems to be a little crilubt about the essential accuracy of
the overall trends depicted in the Uniform Crime Re-
ports diking the laiit fifteen to twenty years 1

The Costs of Crime
If information on the incidence of crime is less than

complete, information on the cost of crime is even more
so Some difficult problems are involved in determining
"true" costs How does one measure the cost to society
and to individual citrIns because people avoid entering

,the 'downtown' areas of certain cities at night because-
& fear of robbery or assault How much business -en-

.deavor is discouraged or hor, much must businesses
raise prices because of -protection- rackets,

Of course, many other costs of crime can be reasona-
bly ascertained or accounted for by specific estimating
procedures Losses suffered by individuals because of
crime can be calculated in many different ways The cost
of crimes against property can berneasured by the value
of the property hist or damaged The cost of conies
against persons can be assessed by estimating the loss of
lifetime income for,victims of murder and the tempdrary
loss of income for victims of assault, Howe.vet, what
economists call the psychic-ye , psychological or emo-
tional-costs of crimes against persons orproperty often
far outweigh the money costs And income-lost because
of a crime against an individual can have serious effects
on others who depend on the victim's income.

The costs of either criminal activities such as prosti-
tution:illegal' gambling, and street sales of narcotics can
be approximated by estimating the amounts paid to the
suppliers Governments, of course, lose tax revenues
because people who derive income from illegal activities
in general do not report it to the tax authorities This
tends to raise the taxes levied on those who earn income
legally and report it Similirly, the costs of fraudulent
insurance claiins, many of which are made by otherwise
law-abiding citizens, is reflected m increased' insurance
rates for all buyers. Additional costs are incurred in the
prevention of crime, the prosecution of those charged
with crime, and the rehabilitation of convicted criminals.

Crimes against business, ranging from petty shoplift-
ing to maim fraud, are also measurable in prinpiple,
although the total dollar value' can only be estimated.
The cost of ,c rimes against business is far larger than the
cost of ,the specific crimes themselves If a. businels
cease? operations because of losses incurred through
thefts of one kind or another., the employees lose jobs.
and the owners lose much of their investment. Going

This is the conelusron Silberman comes io an the appendix to
Crantnal L'ablence, Cpminai bane. from which some of the
above material on the R statistics has been adapted
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Tate) Murder'
Fordable

Rape'

I

Robbery
Aggravated

Assault Total
J
Burglary

Larceny-
Theft_

MHO/

VOICO
TheI

. ; ,t
No. of offenses . , ...., .

(thous.) ,

1967 .. ,... 5.903
1968 6.720
1969 .:7,410
1970 '.. , 8.098
1971 ' .1 8.588
1972 i 8,249
1973 , 8.718

.
1'97_4 10,253
19475 ' 11,257

1976' . 11,305
*977 10,936
1978 11,141

1979 12.153

Aver. annual
percent change
1967-1970 11 1%
1971-1975 7 0
1976-1978 -0 7
1978-1979 91

Rate per 100.000
people
1967 2,990
1968 3.370
1969 3.680
1970 . 3.985
1971 4.165
197Z 3.961
1973 .4,154
1974 060
1975 5,282
1976 5,266
1977 4,055.
1978 .. 5,109
1979 ., 5.521

Aver:annual
percent change
1967-1970 101
'1971-1975 61
1976-1918 - 1 5

' 1978-)979 8 1 /

r
...°4 '

500 12 2

595 13 8

662 14 8

739 16 0
817 17 8

835 18 7

876 19 6

975 20 7
1:026 .20 5

987 18 8

1,010 19 1

1,062 19 6
1.179 215

13 9% 9.5%
5 9 3 6 '401
3 8 21

110 97

253 6 2
298 6 9
329 .7 3
364 7 9
396 8 6

.401 9 0
41/ 9 4
461 4 9 8
482 9 6
.460 8 8
467 8.8

44444.40... 9 0
535 9 7

....-

.

.12 9 8 4

50' 29
.3 0 12
100 78

276
31 7
37 2
38 0
42 3
46 9
514

4

561
56 7

..63 0
67 1
76 0

113%
73
8 8'1

13 2

"14 0
15 9
18 5

18 7

20 5
22 5.
24.5
26 2
26 3
26 4

`291
30 8
34 5

.

10 1

64
80

120

203
263
299
350
388
376
384
442
465
420
405
417
467

199%
46
o

12 0

t
103

132 .*
148

. 172
188

181

183

.. 209
218

196
187

191

212

18 6'
38

-12
10.9

4

.

257
287
311

335
369
393
421

456
485
491

523
558
614

92%
71
66

10 1

130

144

155
165

179

' 189

201

216
227
229
242
256
279

. -

8 3
81
557

9:"1

.

.

1-

5,404
6.125-
6.749
7,359
7,772
7.414

7.842
9.279

10.210
10.318
9,926

10,080

10.974

108%
71

-12
8 9 .

.

2,737
1,072
3.351
3,621
3, A,

0-7*,i
737

4 ,:9
4 ;*1
4 ;17

.4,588
4,622
4.986

9 8
6 2

. -1 9
79

1,632
1.850
1.982
2.205
2.399
2.376
2.566
3.039
3.252

. 3.090
3.052
1104
3,299

106%
79
03
6 3

827

- 932
984

*1.085 `
1,164
1.141

, 1,223
, 1,438

'1526
1,439
1.411

1,424
1,449

'
9
70
-67 53

a. {1r1

3483
3:889
4.226
4,424
4;151

' 4,348
5.268
5.978
6,271

4

5.905 '
5.983
6,578

.

..107%
t

78 ",

-23` Y.

9 9

1,5v
1.74.;
1,99fl-
2.079
2,146
1,994

2.072
2,490
2.805
2.921
2,730

- 2,744
'2.988

,.
-48

97 -
. 6 9 ''16

-30
. 89

,

.. 40._
71f4

4329
' 928

i. 948
; 887
J 929

977
1,001

958
988
992

i;1397

:, ...

1210%

.114

1;8
10:6

..

334
,393
486
1157

460
426
443
482

'469
,446
448
455
498

1) 0- \
95

1.0

96

Bourci: SratssetatAbstrect of the United Slates, 1980, U S Department of CommerCe. Buresu of he Census tWash*Istob. f C. Government Printing
Office, 1980), page 182

Includes non - negligent manslaughter

'3, Less than 0 5 percent ..
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businesses include the co* of crimes corn ains t
them, their ontlays kir security perso el or special
security devices, and the cost of premiums for crime
insurance in their expenses of doing business Because
crime raises business costs, it also raises the prices firms
must charge and thus increases the amount consumers
pa'Y for their purchases 3 .

In short, thOse who commit crimes against big busi-
ness, supermarkets, or any other kind of business with
the excuse 'or the pretext that the offender is retaliating
against giant and impersonal companies or against un-
duly high profits and rip-offs are usually doing no
such thing Such acts generally cause prices for other
consumers to go up or the nuner of jobs available 6zir
irdinary working people to hailed or eliminated.

Crimes against business are basically of two types
Those committed byc ustomers or other outsiders and
those le:mated by employees Employee crime is often
classified add blue collar, typically ranging from petty
pilfering from inventory to major larceny. and white
collar, typically consisting of embezzling funds, ac-
cepting bribes, cheating on expense accounts, and the
like

Of course some crimes are committed by business
executives on behalf of their organizations They may,
for exaniple, defraud insurance companies, overcharge
consumers or sell them inferior goods. use illegal tactics,
against competitors. or engage in securi ties operations

'that are forbidden .

Attitudes toward Crime and Criminals
There have been, in general, two traditional attitudes

about the genesis of crime and criminal,behavior One is
basically sociological and psychological It maintains
that most crime results,from social problems poverty,
slum environments, broken families, youth uriemploy-
menr, poor education, social inequalities, racial discrim-
ination Theiassociated solutions for the prevention of
crime are to ameliorate these conditions or to re-educate
oprehabilitate those who hive already become criminal
because of such conditions Views of,this kind have
apParently been 16sing support in recent years because
the preventive and rehabilitative efforts based on them
have seemingly failed to stop the increase in crime

The other attitude is essentially moralistic and blames
crime on social laxity Nowidays, the charge of laxity as
based on perceptions or beliefs that judicial decisions
hinder law enforcement, sentencing prckedurei are too

--light, penal practices lack sufficient severity. "excessive
permissiveness prevails-in homes, schools, and society
atlarge, religious teaching is declining in infltrence, and`
government welfare programs are overly generous and
conseqb'ently weaken the recipients' sense of social re-
sponsibility The associated solution ii, of course, -
greater "toughness" in all relevant spheres.
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... ..An IntroductIoneto the. tcanomics of Crime
Economists wbo: have analyzed crime and criminal

behavior take' a differkriCline,"although it is one that in
some respects is rtrlatkri,to floe second of the above two
approaches They, retard;crime as a rational choice of
alternatives OnAtis view, people commit a particular
crime or turn to-a -fife-of crime because they believe the
advantages outi'vtigh the disadvantages, a calculation
that.may be made In 4-onmonetary as well asin monetary
terms.

The. economc approach is relatively recent and has
contributed an added dimension to the study of crime
Sociology and:criminology still doming,he analysis of
the problem--as political sc loose stilldorrunates the anal-
ysis of criminal justicebut sn'the last twodecades or so.
economics has been offering a competing perspective

It would be.something of an exaggeration to call the
perspective of economics altogether new Rather, eto-
nornrcs has provided more systematic analysis and a new
rationale to the-age-old idea thatthe way to curb crime is
to use punishment' as a deterrent to criminalsr-a key
concept in the literature of crime, criminals, and criminal
justice The heart of the contribution of economics to the

, doctrine of deterrence is its insistence on the importance
of an individual's appraisal of the gains to be obtained
from a contemplated crime In effect, the decision to
commit a crimes seen as resulting from an assessment
of the possible net benefits compared to the possible net
costs of committing that crime The general narhe econ-
omists give to such a reckoning is 'cilst-benefit analy-
so

The economic approach thus maintains that crimes
apart from those o( unbridled passion, ur;iltakable greed,
or psychological-compulsionare committed as the re-
sult of rational calculation Other approaches in general
lay the causes of crime to the personal characteristics
and/or the social and family background of the criminal
An economist mightagree that 'these may indeed be the
wellsprings of criminal. behavior yet still maintain that ._
they do not explain why br %Ai), not such behavior
actually takes place And since sociological approaches
to the phenomena of crime and its prevention have not
been notably successful, the simpler, clear =tut economic
approach commands attention. At-'the very least, the
hypothesis of economists proviJ'es some_new insights, -

and may limn lay the groundwork for more Quitful
policies of creme prevention .

Since the sociological/crirnmological viewpoints have
traditionally dominated public discussion; college
courses in social science that teachers are apt to have .
taken, and texibooks dealing with crime or criminals, .,

this overview lays more 'stress en the viewpoints stem-

I I

. 4 Nonmonetaty calculations may well include, psychological or
social factors For viample, the discipline associated with holding
a regular rob may be viewed negaTivelv The relative lack of

3 A whole 411(4 of other I. osts are incurred at order to prevent c rime disc ipli5t and of need to adhere to regular hour. that seem typical
or to deal with crime after it has happened (osts inc urrcd in the of many careers in (rime may he viewed positively as benefits that
c elminal Justice system are disc ussed later 4 ' offset the ioct of being caught and convicted.
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ming from economics The lessons that follow this ov-
erview, however, comprehend both

It' should be kept in mind that the effort o apply a
"rational" calculation to the analysis of criminal betiav-
ior is not only of comparatively recent vintage, it alto'
represents the woelrajtnd attention of a relatively small
proportion of economists It is therefore impossible to
say whether the application of economic reasoning to
the proble Ens of crime ao yet commands the assent of the
overwhelming majority of the economics profession 5
itA/hatever the case, the economics approach to crime is
th t-provoking and invites controversy, thus fur-
ther en vemrig and enriching a subject already of inher-
ent trite st to students The appro4 also serves a more
uttlitarianpurpose the enhancement of student ability
to use the concepts and analytic methods of economics
Lesson 4 t's partially designed for just this purpose

Another point to remember is that the economic anal-
ysts presented here stresses the decisictn-making process
of the potential criminal Society (or government), of
course, engages in an analngoas process when it tries to
compare the probable benefits to the probable costs of
particular actions to prevent crime, for example, proPos-

. als to increase the patrolling of streets. the improvement
of lighting on public thoroughfares, the building of
stlonger fences to safeguard property How much
should be spent' Are the potential gains at least a4 great
as the expend notes; Should the costs be borne by gov.:
eminent "pr by private individuals or organizations,
Such assessmentsalso a form of cost-benefit analysis

ore only lightly touched on below, but are an important
aid to rational decision-msking for public policy pur-
poses

There are other types of crime prevention that may
come about more or less inadvertently One exampJeis.
the crime prevention effects of social programs which
may not have been expressly designed fcir such a pur-
pose Here is an enlightening instance

The importance of ineorporating benefits from reduced
crime into program evaluations is illustrated by a recent bene- .
fit-cot analisis of the Job Corps, which estimated that for the
first year folloWing enrollment the benefits from reduced
criminal Ktvity were three times the.corresponding benefits
from increased earnings The probability of attest during this
first postenrollment year was esttmatetlio have declined by 20
percent for Corpsmembers, Ad particularly large reductioAs
were estimated fpr arrests for burglary and larceny The value
of this reduction was estimated to be about 545 per 'Corps-
member One the other hand, the increase in earnings at the
end of the first yearo.waS estimated to be approximately $5 per
week per Corpsmember, or approximately 5269 anpually
Thus. total program benefits would have been underestimated.

S The economist Philip J took h.ts advanced a thoughtful caution.
an view See IS,. Punishment and ( rime A C. fatigue of Current
Finding% Concerning the Preventive Eflects4)1Punotirrivnt Law
and Corrterrworary Proleara, Winter 1971 pp 1 o4-204. Sect 5
li has been reprinted in The L. °nouns of Crime, a book of
rc.idings edited Iry Ralph beano and John J. Siegfried New
York Wile, 10801

a

seriously if the analysis had focused only on postprogram
earnings pins and ignored thebenefits from reduced crime

It should be poleted out that the 5765 per Corpsmem-
ber benefit represents only the threat resource savings from
crime There would be additional benefits as Corpsmembers
reduce their criminal activities The largest of these benefits
would lie the increased market output {measured by market
'wages) produced by program participants Other related ben-
efits would include reductions in the abuse of drugs and
alcohol, the use of drug or alcohol treatment, or the use of
transfer programs (AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent
Children], General Assistance, Food Stamps, etc ).6

The Economics of CrimeSome Specifics
Timothy' H Hannan has provided a lucid introduction

- to the economic theory of crime as rational choice-mak-
ing.

Economists have long viewed people as making, in their
own estimations, the best choices among available alternatives
A consumer who chooses margarine over butter does so either°
because to him it tastes better, its price is lower, or booth Given
a choice between bricklaying and farming, a worker chooses
bricklaying either because he Would rather lay bricks than
plant torn,Ibecause bricklaying pays better, or both People try
to choose the best options available to them, and deasions to
engage in many different types of criminal activity may simply
be another example-of this type of behavior Crime, whether it
it motivated by the desire for Income or.sorne nontrionetary
gain, can be thought of as a choice, and as economists would

-have it, that choice to many cases may rto less rational than
the everyday choices people make in determining what prod-
ucts to .buljRir what occupations to pursue .

'The 'fact that crime is illegal and carries the possibility of a
hn..or prison sentence need not imply that the decision to
engage In it is irrational After all, the world is filled with
people who have voluntarily chosen risky ogcupations over
relatively safe ones Jet pilots, steeplejacks, and matadors all
face the possibility of disaster i their chosen occupations Yet,
to conclude that ther choice is irrational is to disregard the
relative gains and costs that they derive from their chosen
occupations All things.cdnsidered, a -dangerous: occupation
may be the best available alternative, and., the decivon to
engage in crime need not be an exception:

It is true, Of course, that people are often not certain of the
consequences of their behaoloa. and may make' choices which
tater prove to be mistakes Because they choose a course of
action without full information. some criminals may incor-
rectly weigh the advantages and distdvantages of engaging in
ct-tine, at opposed to pursuing the "straight and narrow A
rrrugg4 or burglar on his first ph can be "collared" and
sentenced to many years in prison But such ankoccOrence
may simply be the result of an incorrect but rational decision
made on the basis of incomplete information Like the test pilot
who crashes or the buAinessman who goes bankrupt, 'the

o. Craig V D Tholton The hoc ial Benefits of Reductions an
Come, The 'MPR Newsletter. No 2, Spring 1980, pp 12-14
(MPR reict to Mathenmuca Puluy Research. Inc olTrinceion.
NJ)
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criminal can make rational choices that later Provt to be
' mistakes

None of this denies that ,some people are more emotional
than others or that rational choice lays Less of a role in some
types of crime than it does in of ers Many who engage in the
so-called crimes of passion, To example, may be devoid of all
'reason and rationality, but it is by no means obvious that aii
such offenders act with complete disregard for the conse-
9uences of their behavior If this is true, then viewing the
criminal as rational can have at least limited applicability even
to the most violent or impulsive of crimes 7

The underlying idea. namely that punishment deters
crime, can be illustrated by reference to a common
problem of tbe classioemcheating What can teachers '
do to deter cheating' Richard B McKenzie and Gordon
Tullock report on the results of one study.

Charles Tittle and Alan Rowe, both sociologists, designed
study to determine thrmfluence that moral appefil and threat
of sanction had on the amount of cheating that went bn in their
classes To do this, they gavciweekly quizzes to their students,
the instructors took the quizize4, graded &m, wIthyat mark-
ing the papers and then at the next class meeting. Teturned,
them to the students for them to glade Without any appeal
being made to the students than they were on their honor to

'grade them correctly, the students in one test group took 31
percent of all opportunities to cheat, the other test group took
41 percent of all opportunities 'Next, the instructors made an
appeal to the students sense of morality in grading the papers,
and the instructors concluded that "emphasizing the moral/
principle involved in grading the quizzes was also ineffectual \
A moral appeal had no effect whatsoever in reducing the
incidence of cheating In fact, in one of the test groups, the
ardount of cheating went up substantially after the appeal was
made Finally, the instructors threatened to spot check the
quizzes for cheating and the amount of cheating fell sharply
from 41 percnt range to 13 percent in one class and from 43
percent to 32 rercent in die other The also coni.luad from
the srudy that the instructor who had a rutation of being

lovable and understanding had the greater amoqnt of cherit-
mg in his class, and they foupd that Those who were most
in peed of points were willing to-take greater risks [that is.
cheated more] This is consistent with the theory that the
greater the utility of an ail, the greater the potential punish-
ment iequired to deter it And perhaps it shows.the futility of
a moral appeal in a social context where alt individuals are-not-
successful "g

Tullock has given...some-additional-insights into the
economists' poirit of view as well as a brief account'of
the-economic research used to substantiate such a view

Most economists who giee ;emus thought to the problem
of crime immediately come to the conclusion that punistiment

,,' Timothy It Elannan (rImtnal Beicavtor arki.the Ccintkol of
(rime An Economic Petcpectuve, Business Review, Feder Re-
serve Bank of Phdadelphta (107 t $, pp 3.4 .

3 Ric hard B McKenzie and C;orslon Tulfock, The New Wort of
Ec.otiontics (Elomei400ct, Ill Irwin, Ion}, pp 207.203

will indeed deter crime The reason is perfectly simple 'lf
you increase the cost of (doing) something, less will be [done)
Thus, if you increase the cost of committing a (Wile, there +mil
be fewer crimes The effect might be small, but thes1 should be
at least some effect tell°

,r Economists, of course, would nor deny that there are Other
:eta< tors that affeck,the total number, of crimes Unemployment,

forfexample, quite regularly raises the amount of crime and, at
, least under modern conditions, changes in the'agecoMposition

of the popullion seem to be closely tied to changes in the
crime rate The punishment variable, however, has the unique

characteristic of being fairly easy to change by government

-action Thus, if it does have an effect, we should take advantage
of that fact

The first econometric [mathematical/statistical) to of of this

theoretical deduction from economics was [completed) by
Arleen Smigel Liebowitz (in 19651 The basic design of this
research project was reasonably sophisticated, although it
has been improved upon since then . Leibowitz used as her
basic data the crime rate and the punishment foi a mimber of
different dimes in each state in the United States She took
into account.both the severity of punishment ti e*, the average
prison, sentence), and the probability that punishment will
actually be. imposed (I e the percentage of crimes whose
perpetrators are caught and sent to prison) number of

, essentially sociological factors that might affect the crimtrate
were also..cocluded in her [analysis) Ltebowitz t findings re-

led an &nambiguousdeterrence-effect on each of the crimes
sitidted that is, when other factors were held constant, the
tates which had a higher level of punishment showed fewer

ct@mes Such crimes as rape and murder were deterred by
punishment lust as well as tindeed, perhaps better than) bur-
glary and robbery *

Tullock goes on to point out that Liebowitz's results
have been obtained by other, investigations, both- by
using similar approaches and data and by using different
techniques I tmust be added that there has been criticism
of studies.of this kind, some oft coming from econd-
mists While economists add many othersagree that
punshment deters crime, in some cases economists who
have studied economic'research on the-effects of deter-
Fence have called the methodology weak, and bave
concluded that critical questions about the situations in
which 'the deterrence occurs type of crime, type of
offender, type of communitylargely rNtain unari-
swereci

A Closer Look at Punishment as a Detertent
Punishment may be viewed as a principal deterrent to

crime, but it performs ether vital functions. a society
metes out punishment in order to enforce its laws and
some, of its bask, moral codes, it also attempts to redress
the damage inflicted on the social fabric when a crime is
committed. Punishment enables society to ensure that >

justiceis done and is.seen to be done .

Punishment is also administered to prevent the break-

Q Gordon Tullock,, Does Puroimient Deter Crime? The Public
htterest.bunithe: 1,974. pp 104.105
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ing of laWs.or. to preverk those who havealready broken
a law from doing so again Deleirence can be.accom-
pli shed by execution, by imprisonmenf, or by some form
of oversight (e g "probation or parole)

Disputes about the, deterring .effect of pung.hment
tend' ,to center on whether anchow much deterrence
would be increased by speedier, longer, or more severe
punishment thaneexists at my given time.

The evidence is'much'clearer on another point. that
greater certainty of punishment has more deterrent ef-
fect than greater severit9 of punishment It seems to be
the case that whatever the existing amount of severity,
an increase in certainty of punishment will be bore,
effective than a roughly corresponding increase disever-

i.

Practically sp eiking then, if there is any need to
choose between spending additionmoney or effort on
increasing the certainty, of .punishment as opposed to-
making it .more severe,:under current conditions it ap-
pears that making punIshment more certain is the more
productive choice iNt economists would put it, given
our present efforts to'deter crime, greater benefits would
accrue from devoting any additional effortsLe . efforts
at the margin to achieving greater certainty of punish-
client than to making punishment more severe. This is

"an application of 'marginal analysis."
Marginal analysis can in one sense be construed as a

refinement of cost-benefit analysis In marginalanalysis,
the effects of making small' changes in existing cont i-
Help are stusiied in order to see whether any desired net

,improvement in these conditions can be achieved In
such an- analysissuccessiye changes from the initial
postio° ri are examined until the point is reached at which
no further change will improve the situation,

Silberman, in an implied use or marginal analysts,
claims that without greater certainty of punishment, an
increase in severity would have little deterrent effect on
potential.offentiers

(0)urs is a system in which certainty of puris6ent is low
and severity high, for any one crime, although not for a
criminal career, the ch'itices of being caught are small.
(Cjertainty of punishment may be!ric.r.eased if the'police solve
more crimes, if prosecutors poisecute and convict. a higher
proportion of those who are arrested, or if judges give prison

.
sentences to a higher proportion of (Wise who are'convjcted 3°

Rehabilitation may be used in addition to deterrence
for.those who have already been convicted By and large,
however, rehatiilitation does not work, whether in the
form of psychotherapy:education, vocational training,
social work counseling or any combination of these or
still other approachesincluding imprisonment.

Crime and Opportunity Costs
IThecast -benefit analysit of deterrence is not the only

idea drawn from economics that throws light on the.
decision-making processes of criminals. The concept of

' tO Criminal Vsolence, Crunotal Justice, p 192
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opportunity cost, which refers to what is forgon.e..4 a,
choice is made to doone particular thing. is also relevant.

. For. exaritple, a"`-student who chooses to,stay home in
order to WatiCh some favorite television programs cannot
-attend an athletic event scheduled for the same night.
Assumina. that both activities are free, that student, in
effect. decides that the pleasure to by enjoyed. by watch-
ing television will exceed (or at least not be,less than) the
pleasure forgone of not attending the athletic contest.
, The concept of opportunity cost has two main appli-
califons respecting criminal behavior. At least some of
those who take up crime as a careerpeople such as

-professional acketeers," pickpockets, burglarsdo so
on the calculation that thelprospective earnings exceed
the income they forgo by not taking up legitiiiiite em-
ployment. An extreme example would be that of a
teenager living in the slum of a.large city who scorns a
job stacking goods in ,a grocery store in favor ofnetting
moreperhaps considerab?y moreby peddling illegal
drugs.

Another application has to do with the probability of
finding a job. if on's criminally inclined and unem-
ployed, and feels that chances of getting a job are small
or nonexistent, 16 opportunity cost of turning to
crimei.e., the wages forgone of possible legitimate
employinentwill seem minimal. Such assessments may
well have contributed to the large increase in crimes
committed byyoung people since about 1960.

It is quite usual for young people in many countries,
particularly young men,lo have a crime rate higher than
the rest of the populatiOn. But. the number and share or
crimes committed by youths has (limbed alarmingly,
conspicuously so in tie United States. The data for thctse
still of' school age is quite striking. From 1960 to 1979,
arrestsfor serious- as well as other crimesof those
aged 18 or older,,about doubled, while arrests of those
under 18 quadrupled.il In 1979, some 39 percent of all
arrests for serious crimes involved people under 18
(607,100 males, 136,200 females): Their main infractions
were against property rather than persons; 44 percent of
all arrests for burglary, larceny, and motor vehicle theft
were of youngsters under 18.

Iris worth-noting here that juvenile crime alsoits the
schools hard. The' latest data for the nation as a whole
were compiled for 1975 by the F$1, It reported that some
70,080 teachers and hundreds of thOusands of students
were physic#Ily assaulted, while the cost.of vandalism
reached approximately $x600 million which was about
equal ho the schools' bill for textbooks.

One reason for the rise in crime committed by the.
young has simply been the huge increaseabsolute and
relativein their numbers. rfue to the very high U.S. .

birth rates in the decade or so after World War II, the
population of those 1 to 24 years oldto take a conve-
nient definition of the youngsoared from about 23

The difference would be somewha realer if crimes by young
adults .18-24 years of age were added to these committed by
yokifhs under Winstead of being counted withthose of people,
aged 25 and older

'



million in 1960 to a peak of abou/41, 5 million in the
years 1978-80, an increase of 80 percent..

AncyfiieT re0op for the swelling crime rate among
young peopli was a large upswing in youth unemploy-
ment and the associated reduction in the opportunity
costs of crime "Behin4 the upswing in unemployment
was the very increase in the number of-youths, which
was apparently a good deal larger than the number of
jobs they could find at prevailing wage rates And as
young people perceived that relatively too few jobs were
available, they presumably reduced their estimates of
.the opportunity costs of turning to crime.

The increase in unemployment was dramatic Among
16 -19 year, olds, unemployment sent averaged abo-10 per-
cent of all people of those ages holding of seeking jobs.
i.e , those deemed to be in the "labor force in 1947-53.

By 1970-80, the unemployment rate for the 16-19 group
cliMbed to about 16 percent during years of reasonably
high business activity and to about 20 percent during
recessions For 20-24 years olds. the comparable figures
were about 6 percent in 1947-53 and about 8 5 percent
to 13 percent in 1970-80

Tfie picture for young blacks is far more dismal than
for young whites: Blacks who are 16-24 years old consti-
tute about one-eighth of all people of that age group in
the labor force but make up nearly one -third of all the
lo-24-year-oldS who are unemployed Their un kty-
ment rate has been running at around 30 percents e-
,what more among thoseyoungec than 20 and somewhat
less among those 20 to-24 years old

Moreover, there has long been reason to think that
when the government fathers statiMicsOb employment,
and unemployment, Sts count misses a considerable
number of unemployed young black males who reside
lei urban "inner..cores The "real" unemploybent rate
Qf such black rrrales may be in excess of 50 percent=
perhaps well in excess 12 In any event, it is 'clear that
from di.opportunitlwost point of view, young, blacks
have had less incentive to refrain from criminal activities
than have young whites.

There is some reason to hope that the rise in the youth
crirrfe rate will abate or that the rate will even fall The
increasein the number of young-people in the popula-
bort that. has helped lower the opportunity costs of
engaging in crime is now in the process- of being re--
versed A leveling and then a decline in the U S. birth
rate began in the mid-1960s. This trend is beginning to
be reflected in a decline in the number-1>f 15-24 year
olds 13 By 1990. their population will atop from 41.5
million in 198010 roughly 35 million (Both figines many

be'somewhat low because they may not adequately take

.0

account of the increase'l'n immigration that begin in the
past decadt

To sum urCaelhe number of young people decrea4es,
so accordingly should the number of crimes committed
by the young. In addition, a larger proportion of them
should be able to find jobs or to perceive that the relative
availability of jobs has.increased. Therefore, the calcu-
lated opportunity costs of turning to crime should ;Ise
That, of course, would reduce the incentive for young
people to engage in crime and, it is to be hoped, their
criminal activity.

Evidefice onArrestsI4

How large a role dOes arrest clearance- is the tech-
nical termplay in he process of-deterrence? At first
glance not much, a ording to the available nationwide
statistics The U forrri Crime Reports reveal that in
1979, poll e artments cleared only 20-prcent of all
Index trim s. The figure includes 25 percent of the
robberies eported, 15 percent of the burglaries,. and 19

percen of the larceny- thefts Effective clearance rates
must have been even smaller, for victimization surveys
suggest that about half of all robberies, less than half of
all burglaries, and about a quarter of all larcenies are /
repoged to the police For murders, aggrav;ted assault, 4,1
arfd rapeswhich occur in much smaller numbersthan
the various forms of theftthe 1979 clearance rates were
a great deal higher than for the property crimes just
mentioned The figure's were 72 percent for murders,.59
percent, for aggravated assaults. and 48 percent for
rapes

But clearance rates per clink computed are not the
- whole story The -true- clearance rate is presumably

higher than the reported rate The reason is that most
crimmals, with the, principa) exception of murderers,
generally commit more than one crime a year. Conse-
quently, a single arrest (clearance) may in effect ':clear"
several Grimes

An accounting of what happens after arrest has been
estimated 1?), Silberman based on special data aisembled
for 196533 in respect to'2,780,000 of the 4,739,000 Index
crimes reported fOr the year. In those 2,780,000 cases,
727,000 persoiis-4674000 adults and 270,000 juve-
nileswere arrested for Index crime's, making for a total
clearance .rate of 26 percent Charges were dropped
against 128,000 'adults, leaving 339,000 (7 percent)
who were prosecuted. In exchangAir a Plea of guilty,
162,000. had charges against them reduced to a misde-
meanor The complexity and diversity of the juvenile
'court system makes it impossible lo estimate what hap---

I.! Unemployment rare% for the young pee of other mil-now% l I
Irving in inner c itie%- for txample'rate% for youth% of Mricicari
jr Puerto Rican bat kground- are 51%o :lune high In NevAork
(ay rate regwtered in tlis official count for black and other
Rummy youth% between lo arid 1 gin 1979 wa% i2 percent

1.3 It i% convereni bet acwe of the nature of demographic data. tit 15

ye 15 year% ,or the lower boundary of the youngeo age c ategory
rather than to year% the hind aced in the oatiic on employ-
ment The concltwion% are not changed thereby

16

The material in do% ection ha% been adapted tram Silberman
Criminal Violence. Crontnal Justice, PP 70, 218,258-2ot ( tear-
ame rate% for 1079 have been %ubstituted for those of 1970 T
data are %molar in hi,th year%, although the rate. For )079 are
%oinewhat lower'
Task For Itetion Sctetice and Technology, a yolumeinTrem-
dent % (Aimmo.cion on Law Enfor«ment and the )ldminedration
of Juque The Challenge of Crone in a Free Sof tely Washing.
ton D C U 5 Gnyernment Punting-Office, x967
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paned to the 270,000 young people arrested. A discifs-
mon of the juvenile courts appears in the next section.)

The remaining 177,000 adults were charged rinth a
felony Of these, 130,000 pleaded guilty and 30,000 were
k. on v it. ted aftei standing trial-160,000 all told Thus, 90
percent of those charged with a felony 'pleaded or were
found guilty

All together, 322,000 defendants were convicted of
eft her a felony or misdemeanor-69 percent of all who
were arrested, 322,000 made up 95 per nt of the
339,000 who were prosecuted

What happened to those convicted? Scm. 000
wound up in prison (a state or federal penitt,nliar
Another 103,000 offenders went to jail (in genOial,
county, city, or other local place of confinement), Fin y,
21,000 Who were given probation went to prison or Jail
after violating their ter msof probation. Thus; 58 perCent
ci£ those convicted of felonies or misdemeanors served
timebehind bars.

Analysis of data gatjaered in California, New YOrk
City; and Washington, ,D c., fopyears later than 1965
gives essentially the same results as those just described

The question naturally arises whether an incarcera-
tion rate.of 58 percent for guilty defendants is "high
enough "w Some' partial data available for the.4120s
indicates that the rate of inCirceration was then Much
lower than the recent rate, evidence 'suggesting that
today's judicial piocedures are not overly lenient, at least
in comparison to the past

Silberman believes that the "adult judicial process,
produces ,results that are suptisiogly 'rational ana
just""an opinion with which me disagree It is
Frequently argued that the judicial sntem is too soft on
criminals or has excessive concern for the rights of
defendants (and, of course, that the judicial and penal
authorities "coddle" prisoners). troth sides, however,
agree on one thing penal institutions, no matter how

, administered, are largely unsucessful at rehabilitating
criminals And the sheer punishment of being in prison
does not deter most prisoners from resuming a life of
crime when released: For the most Part, all that incarcer-.

anon appears to accomialist !ski keep individual crimi-
nals out of public circjilation for a time.,

But, as Silberman remands us, punishment or incar-
ceration accomplishes another important end

We punish criminals for a vanety of sometimes tortflic ting
ends The first and must important is to establish and maintain
a sense of fairness and balance in society, failure to punish
criminal offenders would mean that those who comply wiih
the law Voluntarily would be penalized, while those who break
the law would gain ail unfair advantage

We punish crunirtals,in short, because Justice, i e fairness,
requires et. Punishment is a way of restoring the equilibrium
iliat is broken when someone coettiiits a crime Hence punish-
ment must be guifled by the notion of desert: a less emotionally
charged cresignation than the more faiiiiliartoncept of retro-

V,
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button This means focusing un the pastron.whAt the offender
has already Jul-lerather than an what he May do in the future.
It also means linking the nature and severity of the punishment
meted out to the nature and severity of the . riMe that.nas been
committed, if justice requires that 4,rtminals be puTslied, the
notion of desert requires thA punishment by commensurate
with the severity of thecnine .

The Juvenile Courts '
k .. 0

Criticism of what happens in juvenile court systems
is perhaps even harsher than that leveled at the treatment
of adults. These systems Wave been under fire from
several points of view.1t .

..,

In the 1960s people concerned about breaches of civil
liberties attacked the juvenile courts foo'r wholesale vio-
lations of constitutional guarantees of due process In a
series of cases, the Supreme Court ruled that the due
process cla`Use of the Fourteenth Amendmen t,to the U.S.
Constitution applies to juvenils.9.hafjuveniles have the. ,

right to representation by counsel, to notice. of the
charges against them, to protection against Alf.-incrimi-
nation, and to corifront and question witnesses. Further-
more, in in Re. Winship (1970), the court said delin
quency must be 'proved beyond a reasorMle doub
rather than by the preponderanceofevidence stanclar'd, .
that had been ,used. However, the Supreme Court has .

'ruled that the right to a jury trial does not Apply in 'IF.

jo venile court proceedings;'
4n the 1970s emphasis shifted from demands that civil'

iiiberties be 'protected %to demands that juvenile crime be
opped, in large part because niany habitual juvenile

offenders received prObation or light sentences in reform
school'. .The following quotations indeed suggest
light sentences resulted in low estimates of the oppor :,gs,light sentences resulted in low estimates of the oppor x.
pity costs of crime. , . . ...,,

A New York teen-ager explained in a WCBS radio intervrew
how he started at the age of twelve to rob old women I War'.

- young, and I knew 1 wasn t gonna get no big time So, you
. know, what s to worry? If you re dot& wrong. do it while

, .you're young, because you won t do that much time
Another boy, 15, recalled why he shot a dude' 'West', I

notion' I didn't think about it If I ftad to kill him, I just had to
WI him That s the way I look at it, cause I was, young The
most I could- have got then is 18 months '10

Because of such attitudes, some authorities advocate
separating juvenile k riminalkases from noncriminal pro-
ceedings. In criminal proceedirigs .full constitutional
rights would be guaranteed but full punishment given
to tie guilty .

Silberman' byand large agreeS that the juvertites who
commit grave crimes are treated too lightly, and attri-
butes it to the emphasis in juvenile justike procedures.

18 Cm:offal VroJence, Cronmal Justice, pp 188-189
19 Legally, in mom states person% uftto the ages of lo, 17, or 18 are

Lonsidertilirto beituvenbleo, is a few %tales the cutoff is higher.
with Zt the limit "

lo The rate day also be !oven .tabout 52 pekent, cake 6 7 pertent
consisted of person, put on proba non but later improconed

17 Page'285 Ho supporting argument begins on page 262

. -

la Time, July 11;1977, p 19
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[Olver the last two decades, the operation of the itnAnde
court and, more recently, the undetlying corricept.itself, have

'come under increasingly harsh attack Hardly.' month goes by
without a newspaper story, magaetne article, or television
documentary accusing the juvenile courts of being soft on
criminalltand crime, of treating hardened, vicious criminals as
if theyeavere naughty cbildren

This view is widely shared, especially by piosesutortand
policemen, many of whom feel that the institution of the
juvenile court hasoutlived its usefulness [As one police officer,

'. put i "Tile lat,!%, says a 'kid should be treated differently
because he can be rehabilit'ated, but they weren t robe
bing, killing and raping when kiddie court was established.
Kids are different now, but the law hasp t caught tip with the

'change ,
The critics ,have a pointbut not for the reasons they thtnIc

When cues are "spewed out, as they often are, it usually is
bemuse v,ic tarns and other complainants are unwilling topress
charges, "'complainant-noncooperation plays an even larger
role in juvenile than in criminal courts Juvenile court judges
are more lenient than their counterparts in criminal court, but
They administer vastly more punishment than is generally
realizedmore, certainly, than their talk about pursuing "the

. hest interests of the child" would lead one to believe
The problem is not that juvenile courts are too lenient, but

that they are too lenient toward the wrong people .

[gni-tuna! courts do an effective job of separating the gar-
bage casegfrom the "real crimes," so that resources can be
concentrated on the latter The opposite is true of juvenile
courts njuventle court judges are the prisoners of their
dwn rhetoric their desire to "trelp troubled yoUngsters,
they spend the bulk of their time ,i:in juveniles charged with
offenses that would not be crimes at all if committed by
adultsoffenses such' as "Incorrigibility," "ungovernability."

'truancy, running away from home, anclother (kulds of behav-
ior, that do not involve any direct threat to Roblic safety
These "status Offenses" (so-called becauseit is the offenders
status as minors that makes the acts &gall account for at least
half, and perhaps as much as two-thirds, of juvenile court
time As a resultdutle rime or energy is left to deal with those
juvonijeswho commit serious crimes.

It is ,not only time that is allocated' poorly The distorted
' priorities that have juvenile court judges concentrating pn

"juvenile nuisances," rather than on juvenile delinquents and
criminals, lead them to allocate' punishments in the same
irrational way Nationwide, runaways and incorrigibles tjuve-
niles whose offense is defiance of parental authority) are more
likely thIn burglars to be incarcerated, and at least as likely to
e locked un(of ten in adOlt jails) as robbers for the most part.

sem nres12061 little or no relation to the seriousness of-the
offense or to th offender's culpability. In "iuvig" court, unlike
criminal it, sentences really ate arbitrary and
capricious."/ Far from reducing,crime, the preoccupation with status
offenses has encouraged criminal behavior in several ways It
has pioduced a heavy overload on the judicial process, leaving
judges and probation officers too little time and :too few re-
sources to respond iQ appropriate wax to juveniles who

40.
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commit criminal acts And the freciii4ncy, with which status
ogenders have been incarceratedthe fact that there ha's been
little relationship between the seriousness of the offenses com-
mitted by juveniles and the, severity of the punishment meted
out to them has created i cancature of wstoce that undermines

Arespect for law As the Joint Cornsussion on Juvenile Justice
'Standards commeued,4' A system that ajlows.ahe same sanc-

tions' fOr Rarental,deAance as armed robberyoften withas

, only the barest glance at th reasonableness Of parental con-
cluttcan only be seen as inept and unfair."22 I

Apart from processing cases of juveni4;charged with
breaking laws, juvenile Tints also function as care-,
'takers They conduct investigations concerning children
who ars neglected, abused, or beyond the control of their
parents, hearings regarding custody, guardianship, or
adoption, proceedings involving judicial consen t in mat-
ters such as marriage or employment of juveniles and
inquiries respecting the treatment of mentally ill or
defective children.23

Resources for Criminal justice
When most economists investigate social institutions,

one of their firM concerns is the allocation of society's,
scarce resources to these institutions. The criminal jus-
tice syst can be examined from this standppint. It
encbausitchlly erfOrms four-services. law enforcement. pros.

dministratios, of justice, and correction (see
Figure 1 . Its purpose is to carry out the punishment and
deterrent functions society requires while protecting the
basic constitutional rights of individuals Its operations
should be both efflUent and fair

El, posing three critical questions. 'economists call
attention to the main choicei we face in determining the
use of resources for criminal justice.

1 Which and how many resources should be de-
voted to the criminal justice system? The basic decision
to be made is what portion of society's resources
money. work time, buildings, equipment, etc.should
be spent to maintain,conditions that enable people to
make their dfily rounds without undue fear of personal

' safety or property loss. (Private as well as government
sperlding may be involved, see point 2, below). The
decision requires a calculation of the opportunity costs
of tlanecessary expenditures. What is spent on efforts
to prevertt and control crime cannot be used.for such
things a,s education, recreation, roads, health care, fire
protection, nationAl defenseor even tax cutting. And if
we should want to increase the share of- national, re-
sources devoted to crime prevention and- control, the

. opportunity cost would be the other goods and services
that would-go unproduced.

421 IbIS , p 347
23 If jurisdiction over juveniles is lodged in a "family court," that

zt Criminal Violence, Cremsaal Justice, pp 31t-S1Z court will also handle the marital disputes of adults
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The subsequent problem is how expenditures on
criminal justice should be allocated. In 1977.78, they ,

were split as follows: 24

Activity

Police
Judicial

Amount
(mil.dol.)

$13,104
3.040

Ptircent
of Tole!

54 4
1? 6

Legal services 1,469 61
Public datenye 623 22
Correction '5:616 229
Other 439 . 18

Total $24,091* 100 0

2. How can the.required services be most efficiently
supplied? At the local level, the answer partly involves
determining what portion of the services ought to be
supplied by the government. Communities in the United
States must decide how much crime prevention and
protection is the government's job and how much is the
private sector's in the form of burglar alarms, stout
fences, Kevate guards, protection forces at sporting
events and the like. Communities must also decide how
tax dollars should be allocated between short-run anti-
crime activities such as greater police protection and
long-run anticrime programs such as eduCation and job
training. The answers really depend on an evaluation of
how-all the moneypublic and prigateallocated to the
various aspects of the criminal justice system would be
most efficiently spent. -

3 For whom shall the services of the criininal justice
system be provided? Can they be provided with equity
as well as efficiency? It is a fact that more crimes are
committed against residents of slum neighborhoods
than of wealthier neighborhoods. This raises the prob-
lem of the relative amount of policing effort that ought
to be allocated to different areas of a community. More
and perhaps better legal services can be afforded by the
wealthier. The comitunity decides whether any such
disparity shotild be addressed by supporting the Legal
Aid Society, by directly payittg for legal representation
of poorer citizens, or by ignoring the situation. It is
harder for poorer than for richer persons to put up bail,
a problem that judges must take into account. And there
is the matter of maintaining equality in sentencing and
prison treatment for those who commit the same crimes
regardleig of their wealth, their position in the commu-
nity, or their ethnic origin. (A whole other set of issues
pertains to the question of hotly many services the system
should provide to individuals as compared to business
enterprises, nonprofit institutions, and arms of govern-
Mien')

These brief responses to the three fundamental ques-
tions raised above suggeit some of the main considera-

1,
24 The data ate fix criminal justice expenditures by ft.detal4state,.

and local governments for the twelve months ending Jiune 30
ton, and were taken from Bureau of the Census. Statistical

'Abstract of the Unfitid Stales, Z900, pr 192
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tions economists have in mind whe they urge examin-
afion of the allocation of scarce resources to the criminal
justice system.

A Political Science Perspective
Political scientists approach crime in a different way

than economists. A primary preoccupatiqn of pojitical
scientists is the role of power in setting public policy,
.and muchof the power wielded by thecitizenry at large
is exerted through the expression of its collective °pin-.
ions or beliefs, for example, by their votes. One of the
means political scientists use to determine these beliefs
are surveys of ppblic opinion. An important survey of
attitudes about crime, taken by the LEAAI, showed that:

AlrhOugh most responde nts in theisurvey) thought that
their own chances of being victimized had gone up in recent
years. more people perceived.crime as a national, rather than a
neighbpshood. problem. . .

Respondents in various age. sex, race, and income
groups differ considerably in fear of crime, but whether or not
crie has been the victim of crime during the pas' year does not
appepr to have a major effect on fear In addition, people tend
to feel less threatened close to home than in *other neighbor-
hoods.

There is a strong tendency for people to believe that the
fear of crime affects otherifeople more than it affects them.
The fear of crime does not appear to be a major motivating
factor in some of the specific [kinds of behavior)
respondents were asked about.2s

in addition to studying public opinion, political sci-
entists study institutions and the possible internal con-
flicts in their values or goals. The criminal justice system
is certainly an institution with such conflicts, They often
make crime prevention and control more difficult or
inefficient.

The policeor law enforcementarm of the criminal
justice system as well as the legalor prosecutingarm
of the syptem tend to emphasize measurable results. The
police want to show a good record in terms of immedi-
ately arresting or ultimately finding the perpetrators of
crimes. District Attorneys" offices, or other prosecuting
agencies want to bring to trial cases, on which their
chances of convictions are highest. However, the police
and the prosecutors may not have the same view of a
situation. For a number of reasons, including the possi-
ble verdicts of juries or rulings of es, all good
arrests by the police may not be "good" cases
for-districf attorneys to,bring to tria . For this reason,
prosecutors may elect not to try cases brought to them
by law enforcement agerkiesand they are not required
to do so. Prosecytors have virtually unlimited discretion
as to whether ail offender well be charged with a crime,
how the crime is classified, and whether or not the

25 U S Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
minwtratson, Public Opinion about Crime The Attitudes of
Vic tuns and Non victims in Selected Cities, }Washington, 0 C
Government Printirgalicc, 1977), p. 1 i Emphasis as an origi-
nal .1
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FIGURE 1 Principal Stages in a elony Case from
?Mime to Impositiorro entence

Crime

`Steps Before
- Trial

Report to
Polio?

. .
Include
Formal statement of charges and

rights
Setting ol bail
Arraignment bn indietment

Arrest

Trial and
Verdict

r

Booking

111141 " 'Sentencing,

Jury selection of trial by jury)
Opening statements
'Prosecution's case . '
Defense's lee
Closing arguments
Instructions (in jury trial)
Deliberation
Verdict

On issuesof laworoy, not findingsol
fact

4.

Imposing of
. Sentence

Alternatives
-Incarceration
Supervised release

Probation
Into community program

Unsupervised conditicknal release
Bail pending further appeal ;

Includes
Presentence reports
Prosecution recommendation of

sentence
Defense recommendation including

mitigating circumstances)
pronouncement of seQtente

4,

SOURCE Based on H Ted Rubin, The Courts Fulcrum of the Justice System (Pacific Palisades. Cain Goodyear, 1976), pi 52, and Biair J.
-Kolasa and Bernadinelrleyer. Legal Systems (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.. PrenticeMall, 1978), p. 189.
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, offender will be brought tai trial.16.And,of l. uu rse, when
the proseCutor is an elected Official, a high win ratio is
usually I desirable asset in a qy eimpaign for re-election.

Furthermorfc the geographical Arisdicliorts of law
enforceme,nt and prosecuting agencies often differ, and
may operate as impediments to cooperation. The law
enforcement sector 'is usually fragmented, with each
local police department controlled by a different mu nic- '

ipality A major county or metr politan area may easily ,

cilium more than a hundred' part ments. Prosecuting
agencies, however, are usually organized by county.
which may make (or differerit relations with, different
policvjurisdictions. . .

The third arm of criminal justiee-is the judicialor
courtsystem. Judges are not nearly so interested in
measurable results as the police and prosecutors are.
Their main res'ponstbility, is to assure a fair trial They
are more concerned with the means, by which accused
people are arrested, brough to trial, and tried, rather
Nut in achieving convictions per se Since judges are in >

charge of trials, they can, directly assure that trials are
properly conducted And judg also possess the power

and prosecutors, Observe he % eguards of the Consti-
trto increase the likelihood at 1 w enforcement officials

tution and of U S. laws as We 1 as Of the laws of states
and localities. ,They exercise thi power largely by releas-

.. ing 4efendants or by ordering, new trials when they
believe illegal means were .used during the proess of
arrest or prosec,ution. When courts make decisions of
this kind, they may lay themselves open to public attack
by law enforcement officials and prosecutors as being
"soft" on criminals . .

. The fourth arm of the- criminal justice system is
correctionsthe prisons and jeiltand their authorities as
well as the parole system. Most prisons are built and
controlled by the states..tome yours ago the purpose and
policy of twining prisons apart from protectingsociety
from dangerous and Incorrigible iidividualsswung to-
ward a greater emphasis on the rehabilitation of crimi-
nals rather than on merely punts ng them. The change

. was based on beliefs that hue me influential Imong
sociologists and criminal sts. But experience has

' shown that the rate of recidiviism remained as discour-
agingly high, under policies,of rehabilitation as under
policies of punishment. Refeabiltation has, accordingly,
come under attack, althock5 some sociologists. correc-
tional officials, and criminoldgistt argue Mit reVabilita-
tion efforts would be moreolikely to succeed if more
money were expended for suchtpolicies.

It is fair to say that at-present 41 sides in disputes
about correctional Policies are dissatisfied and even be-
wildered because neitherpolicies'of punishment no of
rehabilitation reduce seen-K.1%1y intractable rates of re-
cidivismabout 33 percent on average and running to

-50 to 80 percent Idt perpetrators of ioriie types of trim
In any event, the emphasis of prison Policy has in re

.

Elkaute on the one hand, prosecutors may drop thfOcult coact
and on the other may drop charges ttttapte of mtuffitoent
cytdente, t intent thoultj take alto account the record ton the
number and typrs ut a a.rs Ittooted, nut }pit Ole comic lion rare .

years shifted somewhat to,punishment and incarceration
and away fro mlehabilitation programs

What to do with convicted criminals, so that many,
fewer than at present will become,repeat offenders re-
mains a baffling problem.

Crimes withOut Victim&
Much crime and many arrests are for violations with-

out a direct victim in the usual Sense These are. of ten
. called consensual or "victimless" crimes because those

who participate in them do so willingly. Examples .of
such crimes are drug use, gambling, pornography, pros-
titutio,n, public drunkenness, and status crimes The
category "status crimes" applies to juveniles and in-
cludes possession of alcohol, curfew violations, truancy,
and "incorrigibility."

A major argument Mg favor of decriminalizing or
legalizing consensual crimes is that too many of the
criminal justice system's scarce resources are allocated
to enforcing laws which prohibit people from making
consensual choices The casts of enforcing these laws
costs may include corruption in the case of gambling
and narcotics lawsare alleged to be greater than the
benefits The money spent on enforcement should there-
fore be reallocated to enforcing laws against serious
crimes such as burglary, arson, rape, robbery, and mur-
der say many people.

. A second contention of the proponents of decrimin-
alization is that go'vernments cannot legislate moralitj,
Although most of these activities represent serious social
problems, criminal sanctions have not reduced the fre-
quency of these acts in the past and are thought to be an

,impractical and ineffectual way to deal with them. Fort
example, laws 'against public drunkenness hafe not
eliminated alcoholism, and the nation's experiment with
"'prohibition" in the 1920s was a colossal failure. Tough
drug laWs do not appear to have brought addic tion down
to tolerable levels The enforcement of such laws can be
selectivein which case there is frequently racial or class
bias involved.

. .

Proponents of decriminalization believe these con-
cerns should be dealt with by,social service programs or
state regulation of the activities. They claim.

that the incidence of alcoholism could beseduced if the
money spent on enforcing laws forbidding public drun-
kenness were spent on rehabilitation programs

that drug addiction is a major problem but enforce:"
ment of the drug laws dries up supplies and increases
prices, therefore, establishing clinics to provide drugs or
drug substitutes such as methadone might sharply re-
duce street crime a.

that by decriminalizing gambling, governments could
prevent fraud and take away a major source of revenue
from organized crime

that licensing prostitution would improve sanitary
standards and help prevent venereal diseases

Critics of the decriminalization movement maintain
that it is nonsense to argue that we cannot legislate
morality A major purpbse of having laws is to support
what society considers good and to res4a0 what it

21
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considers bad Although the law may not make people
moral or upright, it can restrain immoral behavior When
civil rights opponents used the 'You can't legislate
morality" argument againcivil rights legislation, Mar-

" tinAther King replied..A law can't make the white
map love Ine, but it can stop him From lynching me

The real issue maybe not whether we can legislate
morality, but what the limits of public policy should be
Is it logical or even prudent to favor decriminalization of
drug usage, pornography, and prostitution but to favor
continued prohibition of other consensual acts such AS",
riding a motorcycle without 4 helmet or the sale of new
cars-without safety belts _ 44--

Those against decriminalizatioaalso argue th.iir.th'ere
's no such thing as a victimiers- crime FOr example.
ewborn babies suffer drub withdrawal symptoms be-
ause of their mothers' addkkitris Children are harmed

when family life is clestrclitcl by parents addicted to
alcohol and drug's or pauperized by gatibring Prosti-
tutes are usually exploited and abused by thee men who
"protect" them In many instances., society is a vim
Alcoholism and drug abuse lower productivity The
governmentand therefore the taxpayerfoots the bill
for the support or sehabilitation of those who become
sick. disabled, or unemployed asa result of "victimless"

'offenses against the law.
Much comment on vic timlesscrimeslreats the various

categories without distinguishing among them In real-
ity. each consensus! crime has its own constellation of
social ills and effects, and there may be better arguments
foror larger marginal benefits from enforcing the 1
against one rather than another in any case, enforce-
ment does reduce theiamount of victimless erime and
has some effect on where it takes place.

Economists and political scienfists are as qualified as
any other members of society to comment on the moral-
ity of Victimless crime, but no more qu*alified The
expertise of politiCal scientists,-however, can help define
the limits of public policy toward consensual crimes
while economists can weigh the benefits of enforcing
criminal sanctions against the costs.

Public Policy Choices

Ideas influence public policy, and for years the ideas
of the sociologically minified were dominant in setting
policies for crime prevention and control. Criminolo-
gists emphasized causal analysis and insisted the deter-
minants of crime were sociological and psychological.
They stressed the learning of criminal behavior-from
people whose opinions the .potehtial ctinunal valued..
The degree of family stability. amount of parental affec.
non, ancl, character of peer group relationships were
deemed rhajor inquences on criminal tendencies. Poverty
itself was not deemed a cause of crime but contributed to

.#

27 It quid be pointed out that all schools Of thought lake care to
note that most poor people are not criminals This View =Ores
that social conditions may explain why some poor people become
'criminals but fad to ex Main' why the rnaprity do not That taiseg

O

, the conditions that fostered crone 1' Becauseof the claim
that criminals were created by social con:downs, many .

criminologists concluded that puthshment would coo
little to deter criminal activity.

.The contrary position is that the above 'analysis led
to inadequate appropriations for prisons, insufficient
funding for police departments, and easier sentencing
by judges In short, the soaring crime rate of the past
two decades is laid to inadequate punishment which, ,
results from lax sentencing procedures and which serves
to lower the cost of becoming a criminal.

This position plus recognition that the efforts neither
of overnment nor of social agencies havebeen notably
succ ssful in changing family conditions and peer rela-
tions 'ips or altering the attitudes of actual or would-be
crimin s has led to new emphasis and directions in
public policy Some of this ychange is due to the newl
influential analyses of economists as opposed to those of

.49ciologists.
The economics approach has encouraged the gather-

ing of empirical evidence to 'determine the impact alter-
native polices might have on the crime rate and at What
costs As part of their efforts to reduce crime, policymak-
ers must weighthe benefits of each alternative against
the costs and pursue the alternative whose benefits most
outweigh costs.

Governments can use cost-benefit analysis to assessa
ber of crime control policies, for example, the sum-

ulatio vate employment, the creatkon of public
jobs, increases in ional opportunity, charyges in
the seventy of prison sentences. changewin the number
and quality of law enforcement personriel, the effects of
speedier trials, betferlighting of streets, revision of law
enforcement techniques.

A 22

One example of a shift in public policy are thpkecent
changes many states have made in their sentencing laws
and policies These changes. require judges to mete out
more nearly equal or specified sentences for similar
crimes (so-called fixed sentencing). The general effect is
to make sentences move severe, thereby increasing the
cost of crime." Anither effect may be to make punish -
meta more certain, and as was mentioned earlier. cer-
tainty of punishment seems even more important than
severity as a deterrent to crime,

Fixed sentencing is an example of how to increase the
cost of crime by deterrence, job creationis an example of
how to intrease the cost of crime by raising an individ-
ual's opportunity costs A person with a job who goes to
jail Loses both job and wages, and therefore has higher
opportunity costs than a person without a job.

Long-range solutions, such as improved employment

40e

one of the fundamental questions about human behavior to
what extent IS It determined by external forces and to what extent
by thosemiernal to the individual

28 Silberman believes sentencing procedures are not as capricious
or ineffectove as is widely believed He therefore thinks the moves
to increase mandatory sentencing are unwise Hts argument
forms a large portion of Chapter 8 t Perry Moon in WotIder.
land What Happens in Criminal Court. of Criminal Violence.
Cimino/ lusty e
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and'educational opportunities, are usually more costly
than increased deterrence, but it is poisible that they can
be more effective.. The disappointment with many such

. .
programs in terms of anticrime ormoregeneral benefits
may be due to their being conceived, treated, or thoutht.
of as disguised welfare payments rather than,as i vest-
ments in human capital. In other words, their jective

,is seen as intended to provide immediate re Its at low
cost rather than as fundamental.- long-term improve-

r in the skills of those being hnlped. .

As alternative policies are consid ed, political scien-
tists should also be asked to toner ute. They are
equipped to examine the ckms of specie interest groups
who rationalize their private interests in terms of the
public &kid. Criminal lawyers, social workers, police
departments, prosecutors, edges, and corrections offi-
cials, among others, try to increase their authority or
budgets. The political scientist needs to inquire whether
such increases are mere Jggrandizements or will serve
the working of the criminal justice system

Political scientists also help interpret the limits of
public policy. Society must dial with trade-offs between
authority and liberty. Those engaged in combating crime
often demand more state authority to lower the rate of
c rime. Rut is a lower. crime rate worth the sacrifice of
civil liberties: or are there ways to pievent crime without
sacrificing such liberties? For example, we might be able .
to lower crime rates through more extensive surveil-
lance, but would these techniques be beyond the limits
of desirable public policy concerning rights ohprivacy;'4°

Finally, political scientists are concerned with the
efficient operation of our public institutions. Should

_.......4di ges be appointed or elected? How can we improve the
uality of police, prosecutors, and corrections offi4ials?

How can we resolve conflicts among law enforcement
personnel?

In sum, economists can explore the costs versus the
"benefits of alternative policies Political scientists can
explore the role of special intliest groups, patterns of
political behavior, and of government organization on,
these same policies. Citizens can affect these policies as
members of community organizations, as employees of
oral of the sectors 01 the criminal-justice system, or as
voters. The ideal result of all such efforts would be well
integrated and effective crime prevention policy choices
based on sound theories, empirical evidence, and con-
sistency with the values of a free society. .

, .

20 A related point Anythang_that Wakes it more likely that
kruninal will be on vk ted alio makes it mote likely that an
innocent person-will go lo Jail Anything that makes acquutal of
an innocent person more likely also makes acquilialof a criminal
more likely We must somehow teach a decision as to where we
vent the balance to be placed (Paul H Rubin, The Economics
of Cum.': Atlanta Econonert Renew, JulyAugust,1978. p t4I
Reprinted in Andreano and Siegfried. leg footnote 5 )
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INSIRKTIONAL AGTIVITIES' ...
.

RtITH I. BUTTERFIELD AND JOHNS. MORTON

Rationale and Objectives
)

.."

Crime is a topic that should stimulate vigorous classroom discussion. It is not only a major public concern
but one that particularly affects teenagers. They are frequently victims of crime and about half of all arrests
for serious crimes involve people under 18.

In the course of the following lessons students should Change their approach to crime from emotional
reactions to informed analysis. They should become aware of the reasons for changes in crime rates and
how they are reported. Students should learn abdut the major theoriespartic,ulerly that of economics
attempting to explain why crime occurs and how criminal activity can be conizolled. Finally, they should
become cognizant of the economic trade-offs involved in improving law -enforcement and the criminal
justice system.

Such 4ertowledge will enable students to understand criminal behavior better and also enable them to
sensibly participate in discussions about crime prevention and the operation of the criminal justice system.

,

4..

instructional Objectives

"......7*Related
Instructional
Objectives

a. .

Students will:

1. Comprehend the size and costs of the crime problem in the United States.

2. Understand alternative hypotheses about the cases of criminal activity.

3. Use appropriate evidence to test alternative hypotheses about why criminal

1,2.3,5

i

activity occurs. . .."

4. Evaluate alternative actions that individuals, schools, businesses, and government

. 2, 4

can take to prevent and control crime. ,

5. Collect and analyze data on the seriousness and the economic effects of crimes

2, 3.4, 5

against businesses.
-

3

6. Describe common crimes against businesses and techniques used to combat those

0
crimes. 3

7. Compare the ideas of criminologists to those of economists on crime prevention
t and control. ,--,.. .

- 4

8. Collect and analyze data on the seriousness and effects of crime ire the schools. 5 a

9. Analyze the process and describe the conflicts tht occur when public funds are
allocated among alternative uses. 6 1

10. Understand the ptqceclures and courses of action necessary for contributing
effectively to public policy decisions. f 5, 6

.t.

All the handouts are on peiforated sheets at the bad of this volume. . I

.
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Time Required:

Materials Required:

Rationale:

Concepts,:_,/

Instructional
Objectives:

instructionalActivity 1

CRIME I.Q. QUIZ

To introduce and arouse interest in the study of crime and
, policies to prevent and control it.

One 15-minuie period.

Handout 1-1.

Students ought-to be cognizant of their own attitudes and
knowledge in respect to the causes and the seriousness of
crimes.

Causes of crime; types of crime; late of increase; the differ-
enie between a rate and aft amount.

Students will be able to correct their mi sconceptions about the
causes, seriousness, and types of crime and the characteristics
of criminals.

Teaching.Strategy '

1 Give Crime I Q. Quiz (Handout 1-1) or substitute
other questionsfrom Orrvilw.

2.. Havestudents ex4tange,papers.

3 Provide and elaborate on answers, to quiz after they
are corrected and returned. (Check recent sources to
make sure laws, judicial procedures, statistical
trends, etc , have not changed.

4 Lead a discussion designed to introduce students to
some of the major issues in crime prevention and
control. Sqme topics to take up.

a. How do we measure the amount of crime, and
what are the shortcomings of these measure-
menits? How does the rate of crime differ from
the amount of crime? What is meant by rate of
increase?

What evidence is there that the crime problem
in the United States is growing? W hat is the role
of the young people and of different income and
social groups in the different types of crime?

c. How serious a pioblem is juvenile crime? What
constitutional rights do juveniles have, and
wha,t rights are denied to juveniles? How can
the effectiveness of courts in dealing with juve-
iles be improved?

d. How. serious a problem is crime against busi-
nesses? Who pays for these crimes? Who
should pay?

e. What are victimless or "consensual" crimes?
What do you think are the major arguments for
and against removing criminal penalties for
these crimes?

(Information that can be Used to conduct discus.
sions on these or other questions is contained in the
Overview.) ay

Pupil Activity
Take quiz. ANSWERS. 1(c), 2(c), 3(d), 4(c), 5(c), 6(d)
7(b), 8(a), 9(d), 10(d).

Correct quiz of another student.

Discuss answers. Ask further questions.
4

Participate in discussion. Define terms. Express beliefs
concerning the causes of crime. Give opinions regarding
seriousness of the crime problem and its consequences
for the individual and society.

26 4
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Recommended Use;

Ilime,Required:

Materials Required:

/,
Rationale:

Concepts;

Instruct nal
OWect yes:/

_ 4

/"
Instruttio al Activity 2

THE C ST oy CRIME

DevelopZental activity ko-acquaint students with the magni-
tudeof/the problem of crime in the United States. Suitable for
classes in economics; political science', and problems of Amer-
ican democracy.

154i'ts of five class periods, Students will need advance notice
f)6r Strategy 4.

I

'Filmstrip, The Big Rip-Off: What Crime Costs You (1978;
available from Joint Council on Economic Education), and
necessary equipment for viewing.

To understand that an increasing crime rate not only causes a
deterioration in the quality of life but places a mounting
financial and human burden on all segments of society.

Opportunitycost; interest grOup.

Students will:

I

..

1. Explain why Hie cpst of crime is paid by all members of
society;

.2. Use the concept of'opportunity cost to evaluate the true
cost of crime to society;

3. Suggest and assess alternative actions a community may
take to prevent and control crime,

- t
4. Name the interest grbups affected and predict their re-

sponse to the alternatives proposed.
1

4

Teaching Strategy . Pupil Activity
I. Introduce the filmstrip and outline what will be

emphasized: drastic increases in crime; costs to
individuals, business, and society in general; alter-
natives for society; decisions which must be made:

2 Show the filmstrip (90 frays as directed in the
Discussion Manual. Break at the end of Band I and
of Band II for a brief class discussion of pertinent
points.

3. Discuss the information in the filmstrip with ques-
tions such as these:

a What is the real cost of crime? Does the amount
of money spent for fighting crime represent the
total cost or are there other factors? (If students
have not previously dealt with opportunity
cost, you may need to provide several concrete
examples of the concept)

b Who pays the cost of crime? Can you give
specific examples of how you or members.of

ik

1

41

View filmstrip. recall filmstrip information pertaining to
(1) the cost of crime, (2) categories and uses of the FBI
Uniform Crime Reports, (3) definition of white-collar
dime, (4) liberal and conservative views of the problem
and the policy positions resulting from these views. ,

Apply the concept of opportunity frost in assessing the
real cost of crime. State things Which must be given up
in order for a society and an individual to prevent or
control crime. .Y

On the basis of the information in the filmstrip, one may
conclude the cost of crime is ultimately borne by every-

27.
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your family pay for crime prevention a nd Zon-
troll

4 Have students 'collect local newspaper articles on
crime in your area. They should also bring to class
any relevant statistics they and Finally, they should
listen to radio or watch TV news programs and
report on the portiori of news programs devoted to
crime,

5 In -the whole class or in small tscussion groups
have students suggest alternatives for reducing
crime in the community and estimate The cost of the
various proposals.

6. List student proposals and estimated costs of each
on the chalkboard. To Initiate discussion of proba-
ble reactions of various groups, ask: Can you think
of any groups who might be against any of these
proposals? Which groups do you think would sup-
port these actions? How do you think the police
would react? Lawyers? Homeowners? Renters? Re-
tailers? Manufacturers? etc.

4'

28
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one, dirirctly or indirectly. For example; busindies add
the costs of theft, guards, and equipment to the prices
consumers pay; families purchase Ltems such as home
burgfer alarm systems and special locks; intreases in
crime may cause insurance ratro rise; local andficle,ral
taxes may go up because of monies expended for crime
prevention and control.

Discuss the impli"cations and deductions to be drawn
from such information. What are the most common
types of crime committed in the community? How ritrght
they be reduced or, eliminated? Do the crimes reported
by newspapers, by radio, and by TV seem to be a fair
representation. of the amounts and kinds of crime being
committed in the community? Are there differences in
whit newspapers, radio, and TV feature?

Compare the feasibility of the various methods of reduc-
ing crimes. Place'a price tag on the various proposals by
estimating the total cost of-preventive ,measures. (The
total cost to the community will. be the cost of the
preventive program minus the sum saved Clue to the
.reduction in the number of burglaries, injuries, etc.)
Consider the total cost in relationship to opportunity
costbudget outlays -that preclude spending for other
public services; higher tax rates,.,re0s king in Less money
for private purchases.

,.

t
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Instructional Activity 3

CRIMES AGAINST BUSINESSES

Recommended Use:

Time Required:

Materials Required:

Rationale:

Coincepts:

Instructional
Objectives:

1

Developmental activity for political science, economics, and
con tempbrary problems classes.

Three class periods of 40-50 minutes each.

Student Handouts 3 -1 and 3-2.

Familiarizing students with use of the interview and the,
survey as research techniques in the social sciences. (Before
beginning the lesson, the teacher should inform the school
principal or other appropriate supervisor of the details of the
survey and interview.) I

Social science methods; cost of crime.

Students will: .

i. Developtand administer a survey to determine the preva-
lence ofshopliftingby teenagers.

2. Write questions with which to conduct interview with
owners and managers of local businesses in order to deter-

the ihcidence and costs of crime against businesses in
thg ommunity.

3. Compile data fro the survey and interviews and present
them to the class.

4. Describe contmon tri es against businesses and tech-
niques used to combat th crimes.

5. State ways in which consumers and taxpayers pay for the
cost of crimes against businesses.

Teaching Strategy
DAY ONE

1. Tell the students they are going to im social science
research methods to gather information on crimes
against businesses. Select four.. or five groups of
about three students each to interview business
owners and managers. The remainder of the cla.ss
will conduct a student survey on shoplifting.

(NOTE: You may wish to conduct some of the
activities in this lesson jointly with a math teacher.
Yciu may also suggest to the students that they
obtain the advice of their math teacher in deviqns
the survey.) .

2. Distribute assignment sheets (Handout 3-1).

Ne

Pupil Activity

Read assignment sheet and do iissigned tasks.

29
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a. - Tell each interviewgroup to write ve questions

and select two businesses for inte views. (Sam-
ple interview questions as well s 'a sample
student survey questionnaireappear below, on
page 31.) Groups should make an effort to

'compare different types of busineisessmall
and large rbtail states; a bank, motel, or hotel,
and other service enterprises; wholesalers;
manufacturers, etc. Make sure interview teams
have selected different businesses and that the
questions are good.

. . .

b. Divide the survey team into groups. Have each
r up write simple questions and decide how

the will survey students. Then have the teams

4 as group decide upon the questions to lie
placed on the survey form.

c. Go over and critique .sample questions with
stucients and make sure survey design is accept-'
able. $ '

d. With the Interviewers that some businesses
-.. may say that some or all of the answers to the

questions are confidential. if the interviewee
objects, stuicle ts should say that.the answers
will be kept c fidential, for the questionnaires
will not be identified by the name of the busi-
ness or the person answering, but by a rode
(which you will need to, arrange). Because of the
foregoing considerations, students may have to
approach more than one butiness for each ques-

, tionnaire they administer.

DAY TWO

3 After the teams have compiled data resulting from
the interviews and the survey, have them give oral
reports to the class. Encourage them to summarize
their quantitative results on transparencies. You
might compare the ssurvey of students with one
conducted in Matawan, New Jersey;

High school students in'Matawan, New Jersey, adminis-
tered such a survey to younger middlf school. students,

. they found these shocking results. Oil the 498 boys sur-
veyed, 61 percent said they had shoplifted. at an average
age of nine for the first time. Of the 432 girls surveyed, 45
percent admitted they had shoplifted, at an average age of
ten for the first time The average student surveyed had
shoplifted three times, mainipat nearby stores. They said
they mostly shoplifted for fun or gn a dare or to Yet
something they wanted for themselves. Of the shopiff-
ters, 72 percent of the boys and 18 percent of thegirls said
they had been caught And 81 percent of theadmitted,
shoplifters said they would continue.

DAY THREE

4. Distribute Handout 3-2 and discus questions such
as the following:

The costs of crime in retailing and in service
industries are higher than in other types of busi-
ness. Can you explain why?

f

1,\

11.

- 30

4.

Write up results in order to report to class

'-

Goo-
,..

Goods are accessible to a large number of people (em-
ployees, customers, and robbers), the stolen goods can
be fenced or sold, the availability of cash is a target for
robbers and burglars.

a
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How do you account for the fact that approxi-
mately 68 percent of the crimes against retailers
are Against small stores, i.e., those grossing less
than $1 million per year?

Researchers estimate that half of all shoplifting is
done by teenagers. Do Your. xesearsh results con-
firm or reject this finding for your community?
what is the total value of goods shoplifted in the
stoles where the students conducted interviews?

Can you give examples of the types of things
businesses do to prevent crime?

s.

Smaller retailers tend to have fewer sale1persons and
security measures.

"44*
s

Anfii,ers will vary depending on research results.

Buy and install TV moars, cameras, burglar alarms,
.rnitrors, hire, security guards; put up shutters, use
strong locks, requiie employees to have permission to
carry out packages when leavirt work; arilange system
to check all handling of cask; have special safeguards or.
areas where portable goods of great va4re are kept;
guard against counterfeiting and .bad checkS, etc.

SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What are some of the ways crime affects your business?
2 How serious a problem is shoplifting in your store?
3 What types of people shoplift? Who are the worst offenders?
4. How serious a problem is employee theft?
5. What is the cost o'f. the various types of.theft?
o. What was the total cost of crime to you (including slioplifting, burglary, employee theft. etc.) over the past year?

What procedures and equipment do you use to deal with shoplifters? With burglary' and other types of crimes?
How much does this cost per year? .

8 Have losses due to crime and the costs of security or protectio n affetted the prices yoi charge; Your insurance
rates?

SAMPLE STUDENT. SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
Shoplifting Questionnaire

Do not write your name on this paper.

'Class: Fr. So. Jr. Sr. (circli+onei

Sex: M 0 F 0

1. What percentage of the students in this school do you think shoplift?
.

Z. Do youersonally know of anyone who has shoplifted? Yes 0

3. Why do you think people shoplift?

Nod

4. Ftive you ever shoplifted? Yes 0 No

S. Have you ever been arrested for shoplifting? Yes No .

b. Do you think you will shoplift again? Yes Nd
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Instructional Activity 4

HOW TO CONTROL CRIME; THE SOCIOLOGIST yS:THE ECQNOMISTS

RecommendedUser

Timor; ;Required: .

Materials Required:

Rationale:

Concepts:
;a.

Instructional
Objectives:

,h

4

Developmentalactivity for social science clatses.

At least ,,two class periods of 40-50 minutes each. The exact
,time will depend on the length of class discussions.

Handouts 4,1, 4-2, and 4-3) fit

To understanddifferent explanations for the "causes" of
crime. To learn how to test hypotheses with empirical evi-
dence and to base policy decisions on such testcrather than
on emotion. To help students influence crime prevention
policies wisely now and as adults.

Cost/benefit analysis; law of demand; testing of hypotheses.

Students will:

1. Describe the characteristics of criminals as seen by sqciol-
°gists;

2. State the faclors that James d. Wilson believes cause
crime;

3. Explain why economists believe punishment deters crime;

4. Compare and contrast the ideas of criminologists and
economists on crime prevention and control;

5. Develop alternative hypotheses about the causes of crime
and test them with the evidencein the handouts;

6. Apply hypotheses on crimp to the development of public
policy on crime prevention and control.

Teaching Strategy
3. Assign Handout 4-1. Discuss_jhandoirt by asking

qutstions such as: - * .

a. What sector of the population is most likely to
bsarrested and convictedTor criminal activity?

*

b.
.

Do blackkhale a higher crime rate than whites
berm:* of racial characteristics'

0

".
. .

c, What 'programs would the task force use to
control crime? ea

4

Pupil Activity
Read and discuss handout.

According to the report, the typical criminal is young,
male, a member of the lowest social and economic group,
poorly educated, unmarried, unemplojeed, and rea red An.
a broken hoine. Blacks ha e a proportionately higher
crime rate than whites,

-

No. The task force attributes the difference to other
characteristics. Blacks are poorer, live in worse condi-
tions, arid far more barriers to econoadc apd social
advancement. ccording to the task,force, if equal op-
portuhity preva led, the difference in the crime rate
between blacks a d whites would disappear.

It ouldtry, to correct the economic, social, and p,rsonal
conditions 'tat cause or are associated with the commis-
sion of crime. Improvements or corrections might in-
clude making more jobs available, providing better edu-
cation and training, eliminating ,discriminatory
practices, etc. I

. ,
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d. Are there any problems with this approach?

S

2: Assign handouts 4-2 and 4-3: Discuss the articles
by asking questions such as these:

a What are some of the thkgs th4t James Q.
Wilson believes caused crime to increase?

/1.14.

- 3.

A .

b What do many ec nqmists believe about deci-
. -sions to commit crime?

c in what ways do these economists differ with
the criminologists whb wrote the task force
report? In what ways are the twp.parties in
agrement?

Give a lecture on the econ&iiists' approach to crime
based on the material in the Overview. Ask students
to demonstratetheir understanding of the econo-
mists' approach through discussions and their re-
sponses to your questions.

4 Ask students4o list some hypotheses on crime. Put
them on the chalkboard without comment and then
discuss them. Point out how difficult it is to prove a
hypothesis on crime because of intervening varia-
bles. For example, crime is probably not caused by
bring young, but par dybecause many yqung people
rice a relative lack of economic opportunity.

Nit

5. Ask students what the consequences, are if some
hypotheses are correct and others are wrong.

A

Some possible problems are. The costs or social and
educational programs are high. The degree of their
effectiveness is uncertain. It is hard to eliminate discrim-
ination. The incentiVe not to commit crime is indirect
and° hard to measure. In addition, favorable results,
ant may take many years to appear.

ReaCI and discuss handouts.

He feels the clime rate went up because society did not
° decrease the benefits derived from criminal activity and
tip not increase the costs of committing crime. For
example, he claims high teenage unemployment oc-
curred at a time when penalties for crime were being
reduced.

--They agree ,ith Wilson that ,crime increases when the
benefits of committinor.wiT outweigh the costs.

Both groups believe that Aemployment must be re-
v
duced and that other social and personal benefits asso-
dated with not committing crimes must be increasegla
However, the economists art less concerned with the
basic or "root causes" crime. They believe punish-
ment deters crime becaus criminals make rational cal-

.
culations. The criminologic s do not stress punishment
as a deterrent to crime because they think criminal
actions are due more to social conditions than to rational
calculations.

Here area few hypotheses students might list.
Crime is caused by poverty.
Crime is caused by poor education.
Crime is caused by poor family. conditionAbroken
home, parental abuse).

jCrime is caused by youth. .

Crime is caused by race. .
Crime is caused when the benefits of criminill activity
are greater than the costs resulting from committing a
crime.
Crikte is caused when lack of employment loweit the
opportunity costs of Committing a crime.
Crime Is caused whrn certainty of puniskment de-
creases.
Crime is caused when the chances of arrest are low.
- -Crime is caused when insufficient resources are de-
voted to protection of property,.

The effects on public policy can be significant If ther
hyp9theses of most sociologists are correct, policy
shpuld be concentrated on improving social welfare and
ertiployinent opportunities. f f the hypotheses of many
economists are correct, we should combine employment
programs with attempts to deter crime by means 'of
greater certainty and severity uf punishment. Because
society's resources are scarce, its efforts should be con-
centrated on the programs that are most effective.

33
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Instructiona Activity 5

PLANNING A PROGRAM TO PREVENT CRIME IN THE SCHOOL

Recommended Use:

Time Required:
4

Materials Required:

Rationale:

Conceptss

instructional
Objectives;

J

Developmental activity for classes In economics, politica!
science, and contemporiry problems.

Four or five class periods of 40-50 minutes each as well as
out-of-school time for Strategy 4.

Handouts 5-1, 5 -2, 5 -3; .54,5-5, and 5-6. Before carrying
out Strategy 3, teachers should contact the principal's and the
superintendent's office to be certain the information sought is
available and to secure agreement for student interviews.

To become aware of the extent and cost of 01001 crime and
become actively involved in efforts to prevent or reduce it,

Cost-benefit analysis, opportunity .cost, incentives; citizen
participation; interest group.

'Students will
..

.

1. Describe the direct and indirict effects of school crime;

2. Collect and compile data to determine the extent and. cost
of crime In their school and/or school disetrict;

3. Suggest ways of preventing or redu. cing crime in the school
Niro and/or school district;

4. Evaluate proposed actions and programs based qn:

a. Changes in the opportunity cost for students who
consider committing crimes,

4

b. Changes in incentives for students to participate in
efforts to prevent or reduce(hool crime, C

c. Costs relative to benefits of a proposed action or pro-
gram

d. Acceptability of the action or program to the authorities
whose approval is needed ancho the various interest
groups involved.

I. I

4

Teaching Striegy
DAY ONE 'II

Distribute Handout 5-1. Allow time for reading.
Then ask

a. Based on what you have just read, is school
crime a serious national problem? >

0$Pupil Activity

b. Do you think crime is a serious protjlem in this
school? In the school district as a whole? Why
or why not?

2. Distribute Handout 5-2 (or use as a transparency).
Initiaterdiscussion by asking.

. 4
Read and discuss article on ,crime in the schools and
express personal beliefs relative to the seriousness of
crime in the schools.

0*
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a.

b.

c.

49

W at does vandalism" mean? Can
you giL7e some examples ,of vandalism?

What is the message the Cartoonist is trying to .

convey? " -

Who pay's thetost of school crime:

#
.

d. In addition to fhe direct costs paid by the victims
and taxpayers, what are the indirect costs to you
as students? ,

. ,

3. Inform students that the class will conduct a study
to find out the seriousness of crime in theschool aind
in the s' ool district. To collect the information
needed ddivide the ilass as fellows;

a A teat) of three or four students to interview or
secure statistieal data from the principal about
the incidenceitndcost of crime in the school,

E,. A team of ihred.or four' students to secure
similar information about the school district
from the suPerintendent's office;

c. Teams of students -to interview or suyvey the
following
- teachers and other school personnel;-PTA.leAtets (and/or leaders of other school-
related gtotnips); . . I
A sample of citizens inihe community; ; ,
- students:.

.
4. Have students assemble in theirlssigned teams.

Give a copy of Handout 5-.310 each member of, the
'team designated .4o secure statisiks from ke.Offices
of the principal tind the superIntendent-Give one
copy of Handouts -4 to each member of the rettain-
ing teams. In the blaolt,provided.at the top have
students designite the arpup they 'plan to survey
interview (teachers eltd school personnel;
community,.or.,students). Instruct all the teams to
read the hapclobt carefully to..be sure that they
understand how4t is tobe Ompleted and te *decide
whether othcique,stions:shd,uld be added. Instruct
the teams respenjible foflarse groups such as stu-
deras in general or the commanity to clec(de bow
they will go about getting a tepteientatiie sample.

r

A

DAY TWO
3

5. Assist teams to prepare $a 4-4t other methods of
summarizing their findingS;

'DAY THREE
.:-

4

b. Have teams report their findings orally and disjay
their summaries far referenceduring the disc ussion
and evaluation es

.- .. :, .

.. !-.; . ..- ..
tKelpsie. s 1 hod o bomb:hong' Oktrolitur of theApg lush laisi;ii e. Un4bAulsed 45porighel.i, MeV!

WIHrtil or malicious striation orRlefaceurril of thing% of beau!), or of publitt o# private properly

'

Define* anegive examples of vandalism.,

Interpret the cartoon by picking out and explaining the
symbols it uses to indicite the size of the problem of
vandalism and its cost to rixpayers.

The students and teachers who may have to contend
with poor or damaged facilities. The financial costs are
borne by the community in the form of higher taxes.
Suggest things sc hools may have to forgo in order to pay
the cost of vandalism, e.g., more teachers, new band
instruments or uniforms, student trips, etc.

Listen to directions and indicate the interview or survey
team with which they would like to work.

Meet with their respective teams and

Review survey/interview forms;

Decide if other questions should be added to the form,

; Develop a plan fo"r collecting the information needed,

Conduct group survey/interview.

/Compile survey/interview information and decide how
to present it to the class.

Listen to and take notes on team reports Ask questions
to get additional information and to clarify specific
points.

1v) .

1

r
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7 To initiate discussion of reports and to help etude its
assess the seriousness of school crime, ask:

a. What was the total number of crimes committed
in the school for the pehod on whicit the statis-
tical information is based?

b. What types of crimes'occur most ftequently?

c. Do students, teachers, and visitors feel safe Kt
*". the school?

d. How does the incidence of crime in this school
compare with thpriational statistics in Handout
5-1?

e. Is t e crime rate in this school lower or higher
tha the crime rite'lbr the school district as a

e whole

f What was the cost of crime for the school? For
the schkol district?

.

To what other uses could the money spent as a
result of crime in or against the schoolkatave
been put?

DAY FOUR

g.

6

Assess the seriousness of the problem of crime m their
school by

Using informa tion provided n the reports and in
Handout 5-1 to make comp risons between data for
the school and school distric with data for the nation,
Noting needs of the school and/or school district for
such things as more teachers and other personnel,
equipment, building improvements, instructional ma-
terilds or aids, etc., for which °ties expended to
prevent crime or repair its cons quences might have
been used.

8. Distribute handouts 5-5 and 5-b. After students
complete reading, start discussil by asking.

a._ What do the handouts say axe the causes of
school crime?

b Can you think of any other reasons why stu-
dents might oommit'criminal acts?

c., What actions does Senator Bayh suggest for.
preventing or reducing school crime.

d.- Can you suggest other ways to reduce vandal
ism or other criminal acts in the school?

EVALUATION

Have students work in small grOups to develop pro-
grams to prevent or reduce crime in their school. Factors
that they might consider in developing their programs
include: (1) the kinds of crimes committed most-fre-
quently in the schools (2) waysto increase the opportu-
nity cost to students who commit crimes; (3) ways to
increase incentiveslor other students to take action to
prevent or report vandalism or other criminal acts; (4)
the cos of the preventive measures suggested relativeio
the cost of crime and/or the school's ability to pay; (5)
general aAeptability of the crime prevention progrimto

1 the various individuals and groups who may be affected,
e.g., principal, teachers, students, parents, school board,
superintendent's office, police, community youth pro-
gram officials, etc.

36

Read handouts.
Discuss way's in which such factors as home environ-
ment, youth unemployment, lack of community rec-
reational facilities, school environment, etc., may fos-
ter schdoi crime;
Suggest ways of reducing or preventing school crime,
e.g., by raising the opportunity cost of committing
crimes, by increasing incentives for students to help
prevent, crimes and to report crimes that occur, by
making crimes more difficult to commit without detec-
tion, etc.

4

4,
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Y - Instructional Activity 6

"LAW ENFORCEMENT, MONEY( AND POLITICS " A SIMULATION*

Recominended Use: . Concluding activity for a study of the problems occrime
prevention and control in economics, political science, and
contemporary problems classes.

Three class periods of 40-50 minutes each

Role cards with background information on the following
local government agencies: Public Works Department,
School Board, Department of Community Services, Fite De-
partment, Mayor's Office and City Administration, and Law
Enforcement Agency.

A
Students should come away from the study of crime with a
recognition of the difficulties and trade-offs involved in secur-
ing adequate funding of policies for crime prevention and
control.

.... .
Scarcity, opportunity cost, trade-offs; interest group: politi-
cal decision-making.

i
Through role-playing, students will:

1. Decide how large a proportion of government revenues
should be allocated for law enforcement and other pro-
grams for crime preitention and control;

2. Evaluate their decision in terms of other desirable alterna-
tives for which the monies could have beenused,

3. Analywhe process they used to determine the allocation
of runds, explain how scarcity affects the decision-making
process, cite specific examples of trade-offs they made",
describe how, individuals and groups influenced the deci-
sion-making process.

P,

Time Required:

Materials Required:

Rationale:

Concepts:

Instructional
Objectives:

Teaching Strategy
DAY ONE

1. Inform students they a e to play various roles as a
city council decides on budget allocations for the
coming year. Six agencies will compete for funds.
Last year's budget totaled S3 million. As a result of
increased revenues, however, the city has $900,000
more available, which raises the total to 53.9 million.
Write these figures on the chalkboard.

I

2 Divide class into six groups representing the follovv-
ing.departments and agencies.

Public Works Department
School Board
Department of Community Services

ea--

Pupil Activity

Each group will read and discuss background informa-
tion and objectives for the department it represents.

*Adapted from EduCefOr's Handbook 8P Crime for Skerfic. Special issue No. 4 (1074).
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Fire Department
Law Enforcement Agency
Mayor's Office and City Administration

Give members of each group the role card for their'
department.

3 Direct each group to select one person to reptesent
it on the City Council. The representative of the
City Administration will be designated as mayor
and will chair the City Councij meetings.

4. Arrange tables and chairs so at the Council will be
positioned in a prominent ace in the room.

Hold first City Council meeting.

DAY TWO

1 Have each deportment meet and discuss its position
in relation to the total bu7tary situation and re-
quests.

2. Hold KeOnd Council meeting. (If the Council so
desires it may hold a public meeting at which all
students can voice their preferences.)

DAY THREE

1 Hold final Council meeting.

Review Begin by having the class go over the final
budget, taking special noteof budget allocations for
law enforcement. Questions for discussion might
include the following:

a What *ere the goals of each of the government
agencies? Was the City Codncil able to satisfy
all of these goals? If not. why not?

b. Did the Law Enforcement Agency get the addi-
tional. funds it wanted? Why or why opt? Did
any agency get all the funds it requested? If so,
why? Were priorities established by the Coun-
cil? What was the influence of individual rep-
resentativespn decision-making?

c Does the final budget reflect any trade-offs
among goals, e.g., crime control vs. health,
safety vs. education, etc.

36

Each group selects a City Council representative.

a. The City Council must decide whether it will allow
comments from the audience.

b. The representatives will present the budget requests
for their agencies.

c. The Council will discuss the feasibility of granting
each agency's request. It will apply the concept of
opportunity cost in assessing alternative budget
proposals. (This meeting is largely exploratory. It is
4t necessary that the Council make any firm budg-

e/fury decisions at this time.)

All members of each department thicuss the other agen-
cies' proposals; Weir own needs, and the needs of the
community. Some'of the time may be.spent in inter-
agency communication. The representatiyes to the
Council are instructed by their groups as to strategies.
priorities, and compromises that might be made at the
next Couhcil meeting.

Council makes necessary adjustments in the proposals
in order to design a balanced budget for next year.

Analyze the process and outcomes of decision-making.

State goals of the various government agencies (e.g..
greater crime prevention. better health care. improved
government efficiency. etc.) ,and apply the concept of
scarcity in explaining the Council's inability to satisfy
all requests.

Cite budget appropriations that rEsulted from compro-
mises or trade-offs.



4

d... Is everyone satisfied with the new budget? Wois
anything left out of the budget that groups or
jndividuals think should have been included?

NOTE: This simulation could be varied in many ways
depending on your objectives: Instead of using the
political process at the local level, it could be developed
at a state level with a request to the legislature for more
funds for state or local law enforcement agencies, an
increase in resources for prosecution, additional judges,
new correctional facilities, expanded rehabilitation op-
portunities, or other programs and epenses related to
the criminal justice system. The lobbYtng for support,
bargainingffor budget appropriations, alternative pro-
posal hearings, and committee consideration could all
be included.

I-
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Handout 1-1
CRIME I.Q. QUIZ

Name and Class
. .

1 The FBI's Uniform Crime Reports divide serious crimes (also called Index Crimes)
against persons and crimes against property. Which pair of crimes given below
the category otcrimes against persons?
(a) . Homicide and auto theft
(b) Forcible rape and larceny
(c) Homicide and robbery

.(d) Auto theft and burglary

t

Date

into two types. crimes
would be included in

2 The percent of robberies. burglaries, and,tarcenies committed that are reported toil:m/130110e is about
(a) 75-100% (01 25-50%
(b) 50-75% (d) 0-25%

3. Available crime statistics tend not to be completely accurate because ..
(a) the public may not report all crimes to the police.

-
(b) The police may not record all crimes &ought to their attention. -

..

(c) Some reporting agencies or holders of political office may provide figures in such a way as to
serve their own needs or advantage.

(d) All of the above reasons,

4. About what percent of arrests for serious crimes involves people under 18?
(a) 10% (c) 40%
(b) 25% . (d) 65%

5. Which of the following constitutional rights is not guaranteed to juveniles?
(a) The right to be represented by a lawyer
(b) Protection against self-incrimination
(c) the right to trial by a jury I
(d) The right to confront and question witnesses

-
6 The percent of robberies, burglaries, and larcenies known to the police for which they make arrests

..)

("clearances") is ensout-
(a) 75-100% (c) 25-50%
(b) 50-75% , (d) 0125%

,
,

7 The percent of minders, aggravated assaults, and rapes known to the police for which they make arrests
("clearances") is about ' ,

(a) 75-100% . (c) 25-50%
(b) 5075% (d) 0-259/o

8. About half all expenditures on the criminal justice system is expended on
(a) The police (c) Correction (prisons)
(b) The courts (judlcrary) (d) Legal services (prosecution)

9. Which of the following is an argument against decriminalizing victimless crimes?
(a) Money spent to enforce these laws can be better spent elsewhere.
(b) Criminal punishment has not reduced the,number of victimless crimes.
(c) Marijuana is less dangerous than liquor.

, (d) Laws cannot make people moral, but they can restrain immoral behavior.

10. The crime rate appears to be on the increase because:
(a) it actually Is increasing.
(b) Criminal behavior toward victims has become more violent, vicious. and thoughtlesi,
(c) There are more young people In the population, and young people have higher crime rates than

do other people. -

(d) All cf:the above I
' From Analyzing Crone and Moe Control A A480arce Guide. EPS Senat1881. Published by the Joint Council on Economic Education.

1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New ork 10038,
df'As- 4 r:
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Handout 3-1
.

CRIMES AGAINST BUSINESS: ASSIGNMENT SHEET

45.

:
Like many social scientists, you will ,gather evidence about conditions in your
community ana your school and report on your results, The ihformation will
be obtained from community businesses and from other students.

,

, interviewing Businesses
.- . .

**Teams of three students will interview owners or managers of community
businesses about the problems of crime they face.

! Before each interview write out tha)puestions you want to ask. Some criteria
of a good question are:
It is clear and specific enough so that everyone will interpret it the same

way.
It is directed at a sine fact or situation.

. It allows for answer that can be easily understood and interpreted.
It does not influence the answers given.

III .Call Up one or two local businesses and request an interview with the owner
or manager. Explain the purposi of the interview and the type of questions
you plan to ask.
After conducting the interviews, compile a report on the effects of shoplift-
ing, employee theft, and other crimes against the business you investigated.
You cannot generalize your findings to the entire community. but when ybU

t . canbine ypui results with those of the other teams, you should get some
idea of the otipral problems of local businessei in regard to crime.

Student Survey

Social scientists also gather evidence by getting answers to specially es gned
questionnaires. If a population is small, as In the typical class, one can a k the
questi9ns of everyone. If a population is large, as is often the case or an

°entire school, one usually can ask only a.sample of ft.
III If you use a sample, it should be a random sample so that it will accu ately

represent thee population. In a random sample, every merr,ib,erO the
population hai an equal chance of being selected. For example, you c Id
obtain a list of all the students in your school and give each name a
number. Put a slip for each number In a box, shake the box well, and dra
one-tenth of the slips, or at least 100. Shake the box well before each
drawing. Survey those students whose numbers are selected. This is close
to taldrib a random sample.

If it is not possible to take a random sample of all the students, try to
. take a sample representative of part of the student body. You might survey

4 certain classrooms or pick students in the cafeteria or surveyite entire
senior class. In the latter case, for example, your results would e valid for
the senior class only.

." ..._,

;
From Analyzing Crime and Crime Control. A Resource Gufds, EPS Series. 4181,eubitsheO by Me Joint Gotalui 011 EGON:omit. Ed+. tron.
1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York, ,few York 10036. .
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Before actually proceed st the questionnaire on a few students to
make sure the questions are clear and easily underitood. -

Administer the questionnaire AO it least 100 people, if you are using a
.-' random temple).

In a written.report you should; .
Describe the sample and the procedure used to draw it.
Compile and organize the Information gathered. . *

Show the results of the survey in both abiolute numbers and percents
of the totals surveyed. ..

.

Analyze the results in order to form conclusions or generalizations based
on the-data gathered,
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.:*CRIMES*AGAINST BUSINESS: READING

Handout 3-2

..
A major amount of crime is committed against
business. Here are aiew examples.

A Washington, D.C., firm declared bankruptcyAs
a result, 260 employees lost their jobs ist.the.firm,
and $400,000 In capital investment was lost. The
reason was a 30 percent loss of inventory (Inven-
tory "shrinkage") due to workplace crime. Work-
place crimQ refers to property offenses committed
,by an employee against an employer. -

The American Telephone Telegraph Company es-
stImates that in 1977 its losses from fraud were
more than $26 million.

A newspaper reported that Christmas shoppers
. paid $10.00 for merchandise which might have

only cost them $9.60. The reason for the increase
was that the cost of theft per $10.00 of retail value
was 30 cents for theft: 5 cents for bad checks and
other frauds; and 5 cents the store was forced to
spend on security measures to try to hold the
amount of theft and fraud down.,

As a test, a New York department store selected
500 shoppers at random and kept them under
surveillance. Forty-two of these shoppers (one out
of 12) took something without paying for it.

The CBS television program "Sixty Minutes" pre-
sented evidence that over $4 billion worth of
eleCqiCity is stolen from publip utilities each year,
The slealing is done by tampering with meters.

Crimes against businesses include those by cus-
tomers and outsiders such as passing bad checks,
shoplifting, robbery, vandalism, and counterfeiting.
in addition to crimes against businesses committed
by outsiders are those committed by employees
such as stealing goods or money, accepting bribes,
"rigging" computers to cover their errors or their
crimes, "padding" expense accounts. (Businesses
also perpetrate crimes. They may defraud Con-
sumers, use illegal practices to drive competitors

*

r.

out of business, cheat insurance companieS by the
use of arson, use misleading advertising or other-
wise misrepresent the goods or services they sell.)

White- collar crime fs becoming gate. sophisti-
cated. For example, in 1976 there were 110.000

:, computers in use in the United States. Although only
225 cases of computer crime were reported, in that
year, experts estimated that just 1 percent Of com-
puter crimes was detected. The average computer-
assisted fraud exceeded $1 million, more than ten
times the size of the average embezzlement without
the use of computers.

Ratifiers are hit hardest by. the increasing crime
rate against business. They lose an average of 2

.. percent ofeales volume through employee thefts
and shop) ing. (The October 15, 1979, issue .of
Business Week reported that the cost of shoplifting
to retail merchants was more than $8 billion a year.)
In adAtion, retailers spend billions of dollars on
security devices. Because retail profits average 1
percent of sales, stores must sell $100 worth of
merchandise to compensate for every dollar stolen.
Because a sufficient increase in sales volume is
rarely possible, retailers must raise their prices to
compensate for the losses.

Although convicted criminals often rationalize ..

their acts by saying they are getting back at big,
impersonal businesses, more crimes against retail-
ers are committed against small than against large
stores. Smaller stores (those grossing less than $1
million a year) suffer 68 percent of all crimes against
retailers, but they take In only 30 percent of the
nation's retail receipts.

We all pay for these crimes through higher un-
employment and higher price fags. In order to re-
cow what crime costs them, manufacturers, rail-
roads, truckers, wholesalers, and retailers raise their
pricey, and the consumers become the ultimate
victims. Moreover, it is estimated that between 5
and 20 percent of the firms that declare bankruptcy
do so becauie of employee crime.

% -

From Analyzing ChM(' and ChM, Conti& A Resource Guide, EPS Senes. 1981. Pubssite by the JO,nt Cquncii on economic. Educabon.
1212 Avenue of thil'Amerlose. New York. New York 10038. ,
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A SOCIOLbGICAL PROFJLE OF THE CRIMINAL

What is known today about offenders is confined
almost wholly to these who have been arrested,
tried, and sentenced. The criminal Justice process
may be viewed as a large-scale screening system.
At each stage it tFies to sort out the better risks to
return to the general population. The Jurttker along..
in the process that a sample of offenders is selected,
the more likely they are to show major, social and
'personal problems.

From arrest records, probation reports, and
prison statistics a "portrait" of the offender emerges
that progressively highlights the disadvantaged
character of his life. The offender at the end of die
Woad in prison is likely to be a member of the lowest
social and economic groups in the country, poorly
edircated and unemployed, unmarried, reared in a.
broken home, and to have a prior criminal record.
This is a formidable list of personal and social

. problems that must be overcome In order to restore
offenders to jaw-abiding existence. Not all offenders,
of course, fit this composite profile, as a more
detailed examination of the arrest, probation, and
prison data reveals.

Arrest Data on'Offenders
National arrest statistics, based on unpublished

*

estimates for the total population, show that when
all offenses are considered together the majority of
offenders arrested are white, male, and over 24
years of age. Offenders over 24 make up the great
majority of persons arrested for fraud, embezzle-
ment, gambling, drunkenness, offenlis against the
family, and .vagrancy. For many other crimes, the
peak age of criminality occurs below 24.

The 15-17-year-old-group is the highest for bur-
grades, larcenies and auto theft. For these three
offenses, 15- year -olds are arrested more often than
persons of any other age with 16-year-olds a close
second. For the three common property offenses
the rate of arrest per 100,000 persons 15 to 17 in
1965 Was, 2,467 as compared to a rate of 55 for
every 100,000 persons 50 years old and oyer. For
crimes of violence the peak years are those from 18
to 20, followed closely by the 21 tO 24 groud,Rates

(for these groups are 300 and 297 as compared with
24 for the 50- year -old and over group.

t
One of the sharpest contrasts of all in the arrest

statistics on offenders is that between males and
females. Males are arrested nearly seven times as
frequently as females for index offenses.plus larceny
unde450. The rate, for males is 1,097 per 100,000
pairifte,t6 and the corresponding rate for females
is 164. The difference is even greater, when all
offer(ses are considered.

,The differences in the risks of arrest for males
and females are dimihishing, however. Stnce 1960
the rate of arrest for females has been increasing
faster than the rate for males. In 1960 the male
arrest rate for index offenses plus larceny under $50
was 926 per 100,000 and in 1965 it was 1,097, an
increase in the rate of 18 percent. However, the
female rate increased by 62 percent during this
same period, from 101 p% 100,000 females to 164.
Most of the increase was due to the greatly in-
creased rate of arrest of Women for larcenies. Tice
larceny arrest rate for women increased 81 percent
during this same 'period in marked contrast to an
increase of 4 percent for aggavated assault, the next
highest category of arrest for women among these
offenses.

The factor of race is almost as important as that
of sex in determining whether a person is likely to
be arrested and imprisoned for an offense. Many
more whites than blacks are arrested every year but
blacks have a significantly higher rate of arrest in

'every .offense category except certain offenses
against public' order and morals. For index offenses
plus larceny under $50 the rate per 100,000 blacks
in 1965 was four times as great as that for whites

41 ..696 to 419).
In general, the disparity of rates for offenses of

violence is much greater than the differences be-
tween the rates for offenses_against property. For
instance, the black arrest rate for murder is 24.1
compared to 2.5 foi whites, or almost 10 times as
high. This is in ontrast to the difference between
blacks and w ites for crimes against property. For
NOM ple, th rate of black arrest (378) for burgliry
Is only abobT 392 times as high as that for whites
(107). The statistics also show that the difOrences
between the white arid black arrest rates are gen-
erally greater for those over 18 years of age than for

. , ,

Excerpted from The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society A Report or the Presidenrs Commission on Law Enforcement end Administration
of Justice 'the "Katzenbach Commission") (Washington, D C U S. Government Printing (Mice. February 1961) The commission was
established by President Lyndon Johnson in July 1985.
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those under 18 Blacks over 18 are arrested about
five times as often as whites' (1.684 to 325). In
contrast, the ratio for those under 18 I's approxi-

.
mately three to one (1.689 to 591).

The differences between the black and white ar-
rest rates for certain ctimes of violence have been
growing smaller between 41960 and 1965. During
that period, considering together the crimes of mur-
der, rape, and aggravated assault, the rate for blacks
increased 5 percent while the rate for whites in-.
creased 27 percent' In theta* of robbery, however,
the White .rate increased 3 percent while the black
rate increased 24 percent. For the crimes of bur-

» glary, laiceny, and auto theft the black rate in-
creasecele,133 percent while the white rate increased,,,

.,

; I,
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Many studies have been made seeking to account
for these differences In arrest rates for blacks and
whites. They have found that the differences become
very small when comparisons are made between
the rates for whites and blacks living under similar
condition;. However, it has proved difficult to make
such comparisons, since blacks generally encounter
more barriers to economic and social advancement
than whites do. Even when blacks and whites live in
the same area, the blacks are likely to have poorer
housing, lower incomes, and fewer job prospects.
The Task Force is of the view that if conditions of ,
equal opportunity prevailed, the large differences
now found between the black and white arrest rates
would disappear.
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THE RISE IN CRIME, DURING THE 1970S: AN ANALYSES .

...The number of young people in the pOpulation
increased dramatically in the past decade: between
1960 and 1970 there were 13 million more persons
between the ,ages of 14 and 24 added to the popu-
lation than had been added in the preceding decade.

Professor Norman' Ryder, 'a demographer at
Princeton Univer,sity, has described this by suggest-
ing,trat we should imagine society as being com'-
posed of two armies, a "defending.arrny" (all those
between 25 and 64) and an "invading, army"t (all
those between 14 and 24). The issue these armies
are fighting over is whether 'or noOne young canoe 4.
sdcialized into existing mores, habits of thought,
occupations and 006fessions_.of society. Up Until
1960 the size Willa defending army wad three times
.as great asthe size of the invadirig army. Under
those circurnatances. the socialization tasknever courts to sentence heroin dealers to jail. But I think
ally, as any parent .... will testifywas nonetheless there was also, a general decrease in the proclivity
manageable..But by 19 '0 the site of the defending' to sentence a number of: persons toprison for a

`. rmy was only itwke the size of the irivading army. variety of offenses....
1 don't know what a military trategiat wound say, Indeed, in many states the priacm population dui-
about that shift In odds, but it *as a'very dramatic ing the '60's either stabilized or went down at a time
shift and produced what Professor Ryder calls a of risicp crime rates. This occurred for a variety of
"dramatic dlicontinuity," in our society. Our capacity ,reasons. Some people believed that prisons pie
to handle thenorMal socialization process was im- wrong(Other people began to use jails instead (If
paired: we tail .such an.examous increase in the prisons. There was a shift to probation: There was
numbers of persons at the crime-prone years that a view that certain kincla of crime were not really
even if the rest of us foreswore crime altogether We crimes at all, such as drunkenness and the hie.. But,
would still have had a significant criimainciolase. even after havirig.made all theserallowances. I think

leCbndly,41n 1960 we began todecrease, relatively . a fair summary 9f the '60's would be that Just at the
spZakIng, the number of jobs available to young time when the relative availability of legitimate jobs
rfersons in the labor force. Before 1857, .teenage` fopersons under the age of 24 was decreasing, so
and young adult unemployment ran on the average also were the penalties for criminal activity decreoks-
sbout to 10 percent. By the middle cif ths'60's the ing. Now many things can be said about young
average for teenagers had indreased to 16 or 17 persona, but that they are collectively irrational is
percentat a tithe when adult unemployment was not one of Sheri. A person living in a large cityynd
going down. We did, indeed, become two societies Coming of age during this time could arrive at only
during the '60's, but the cleavage was Aol simply the one conclusion: the benefits of crime were increas-

, often-mentioned "generation gag: of Ades, drest.. .ing at a time when the costs of crime were decrees-.
and fashion, although that surelyeaslearfbytant. We ! inOimultaneciusly, ... he would have noticed the
became'two societies In a more andamental pantie, 1 enormdua increase in the' abundance of consul-net
at least if you believe economics is more fundartsen- goods that he might want to have. if he di:Rad not
tal than dress. For the adult segment of therieplit' afford to buy them, he might want to steal them.
latien there was unparalleled properly, resulting In ^ An appropriate study on thit, last point has not
a sharp decline in the unemploymetkrate for per- yet beep_sione for the '60's. I can report on an
sons aver 25 and a sharp increase in, median family analogous study for the '30's and '40's, however,
Income fOr blacks and whites In the adult gtoup. But whi0 t am sure if repeated now would pave the

,

at the same time persons under the age tit 25, and
especially 'Linder the age of 21, faced increasing job
shortages. These were more acute fOr blacks than
for whitesat one point in the mid-'60's the teenage
Meek unemployment rate hit one-third of the teen-
age black labor forcebut nevertheless they were
acute for all,.

,

Thirdly, during the decade of the '60's we noticed
that the number of crimes cleared by arrest went
down. Although the number of pertons being, ar-
rested by the police went up, the increase was not
as rapid- as the increase in reported crimes. Fur-
thermore, in many jurisdictions there was a de-
crease in the imposition of criminal sanctions for
certain kinds of behavior. There was, 1 observed
from my own studies, a decrease in the proclivity of

.

0 .

Excerpted from a speech on May 24, 1973. by dames 0 Wilson, Henry Lae Schattuck Professor of Government at Harvard university.
before the Coalition for a Democratic Majority, Tf1e full lex% a?peljrs in vita: Speeches (September 1.19f3) .,
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same results. SWieone once tried to see if he could
predict the ctir4 rate lthe '30's and' '40's in this'
country, notIrgrn knowing anything about criminals,
but from kning how many thipelhere were to
steal. He took two examples. the number of regis-
tered automobile vehicles, and the amount of cur-
fency and coins on deposit in banks. He found that
with respect to the first, the number of registered
vehicles predicted 95 percent of the auto theft rate
bn a;year-by-year basis. I suspect that such an

* analybs might well be true for the '60's, although, as
I say, this has not been established.

Now let me emphasize that this large experiment
held in the '60's was not only tried in the United
States. This experiment was tried in many parts of
Ole world, communist as well as capitalist, and the
results were essentially the same. The crime rates
ler most of these countries began to show steep
increases during the very early :60's, and .even more
radical increases in thelate '60's. The baby boom,
post-war corlemer 'society, and a reconsideration
of the purpose of the criminal justiie system appar-
ently hit all of these countries'aeonce.

Some might suggest that there was one factor -16
the crime rise .which was special to the United
States: the heroin epidemic that broke out in this
country in about 1963 or 1964 and reached its peak
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in about 1969 or 1970. But I wand to emphasize that
the data as yet do not permit the condition that the
increased use of heroin led in and of,dOself to a
comparable increase in crime. I know the assump-
tion is usually madeI have made it myself. in the
past that persons vyho are addicted to heroin must
steal to support their habit. Clearly, many do. But
not alit do. We do not yet have a reliable measure of
the ektent to which heroin addiction in and of itself

, contributed to the crime increase. It contributed
somewhat, but it was certainly not the major cause.
Indeed, if,we were to eliminate heroin addiction +.1,1e
!could see **some decrease in the crime rate, but .it
would probably not be as dramatic as many have.
suppoied. The proportion of persons who are heroin
addicts in various treatment centers around the
country who are also criminals, or who have active
criminal records, turns out to be mucti smaller than
most people would guess. The results arena all in,
but substantially fewer than half of all addicts have
active criminal records. Almost half, in fact, are
employed at the time they' are addicts. In Great
Britain, where one does not have to steal in order to
get heroin, roughly the same propoetiorr of BWish-
as Ameriartn.heroin addicts have criminal records
about 40 percent.. .. .
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CRIME: &CASE FOR MORE PUNISHMENT

Americans who believe that the U.S. criminal justice
system has been far too soft on criminals for far too
long are getting some strong support from unex-
pected quartersa group of genteel, ivory-tower
economists. These economists maintain that today s
soaring crime rate is in part the price society is
paying for a decade of petmissiveness in catching,
convicting, and imprisoning criminais, Their empir-
ical studies shod that punishment 'as well as in-
creased economic opportunities can deter creme.
And a recent controversial finding concludes that
the death perrafty deters murder.

Economists have been late in applying their bag
of theoretical and empirical tools to the analysis of
crime. SOciolorgists and criminologists, therefore,
long held center stage in shaping public policy on
what may be the nation's No. 2 domestic problem,
second only to the recession-inflation ddemma.

Last year, violent crimes increased 11%, and
crimes'against property jumped by 17%. And in the
p st 14 years murder has increased 425%, afire-
va d assault 196%, forcible rape 224% and robbery
307 . Despite the fact that the costs of crime ap-
proach $75billion a year, economists rarely ad-
dressed the subject in 'thisir analysis of the nation's
allocation of resources for of indlyidual economic
behavior.

in 1968, .however, Gary Becker of the University
of Chicago in an articiLcalled."Crime arid Punish-
ment. An Economic AOroach," demonstrated with
stunning theoretical precision that orimmal behavior
could be incorporated ,intOta theory of economic
chOice.'Becker, in 'effect, argUed against the socio-
Logical view that the criminal was Irrational, sick, or
a robot-lik creature produced by an unjust envi.
ronment. He maintained rather that most criminals
are decision-makers who arrive at their choice of
crime by weighing the...Costs and benefits of crime
against.the costs and benefits of legitimate activities.
Thus.. it followed, according' to Becker, that either
increasing the likelihood of punishment or raising
legitimate opportunities would reduce crime.

Says Gordon Tullock of Virginia Polytechnic In-
stitute (VPI), who in the late 1960s had been doing
work along the same lines as Becker: "There is no
question any longer. Economists the ,Can-
ada, and England have shown conclosively that
punishment does cut down on crime,"

"11

" Deterrents
Right now, IsaaC Ehrlich of the University of Chicago

the key economist in the empirical investigations
of crime He demonstrates after Statistically adjust-
ing for other factors, that states with better police
protection, higher certainty of conviction and im-
prisonment, and longer prison sentences have lower
crime rates than more permissive states. And he
finds that this holds true for crimes like murder and
rape as well as for economically motivated crimes
like robbery. Says Ehrlich: "I' don't knout what moti-
vates, a rapist, and I don't much care. But the
evidence Is strong that fewer rapes occur where the
chance of punishment is higher."

*fact, however, society is exacting a smaller and
Smaller price from those.who commit crimes. The
conviction rate for burglary is less than rfe-hall
what it was in 1960, dnd for auto theft it has fallen
by two-thirds. Gregory Krohm of VPI estimates that
an adult burglar runs only 24 chances in 10,000 of
being sent to prison for any single offense. For
juveniles the risk is about half that. To Ehrlich, this
means that crime has become more aftractive, and
Crime rates have soared.

Ehrlich also shows that criminals respond to pos-.
itive incentives. Where unemployment rates are low
and labor participation rates are high, especially for
young adults, he finds that there is less crime. "This
implies," he notes. "a reason for equalizing training
and earning opportunities independent of spy ethi-
cal considerations." .

Dissenters

Not all economists buy EhrlicNs results completely,
Sheldon 'Danziger of the Unlvisity of Wisainsin's
Institute for Research on Poverty cautions that the
data are poor. The crime data that most economists
work with come from the Federal Bureau of Irliks-
tigation and cover onit reported crimes. But data
from the Census Bureau, based on personal inter-
views, show/that for certain crimes such as rape
and assault, the actual number may exceed the
reported figures by 500% Nevertheless, Danziger
says, "I might quibble with Ehrlich's elasticity esti-
mates but ,t have no doubt that punishment does
discourage crime."

Danziger voices strong objection to what he sees

1:1Opritited.lrom the September 15. 1975, isitue'ot Business Week by special permission, 01975 McGraw41111. Inc.. New YOck, NY 1#20.
All rights reserved.
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Handout 4r3 (continued)

as overemphasis on the punishment effect and un.:
derplaying of-the 'economic-incentives effect. He '_
prefers to stress the creation of fnore legitimate
opportunities .lb deter crime. "By putting ail our
cFii on punishment, as 1'1:mock does. we may be
sacrificing the more long-lasting effects of increase
ingeconomic opportunities.** says,Danziger..

Liad Phillips of the University of California agrees Ai
that the .U.S. should tighteh up on apprehending
and convicting those who commit crimes eut tie
argiv that, "'Ultimately we' have to do something .

abouVincreasin§ sobs. especially for blacks."

How?

Upgrading economic opportunities, however. is a lot
easier said ,than done. For example: most experts
agree that manpower training progiims, which cost
$10-billion in the 1960s alone. have Olsen a failure.
By and large, the only permanent jobs they created
were for economists to study why the programs
fajled. But one thing is certain: High uhemployment
among the young marches arm end arm, with crime.
The nations" says Danziger,';'cannot long tolerate

20% unemployment among its young people."
Economists view the problem. of rehabilitating the

criminal differently than most ?octal solentists do..
Even liberal economists say that money spent ,to
rehabilitate offenders b; making therri feed "crimi-
nal -like" is money down the drain. they point to the
findings of Robert Martinson, a sociologist at' the
City University of New, York. who'in exhaustive'
study of prison reform ,concludes that (ehabilitetia

# does not work. Says Duke University Economist
Philip J Cook. "We simply don't know hew top hangs
personality." . . 4 . -

Cook aloes that the only way to "rehabilitate"`an
; offender is to increase his chance of getting a job

when he gets out. But most state penal programs
offer job earning, while what prospective employers
want to see is a record of steady work. The only..way
to get that., according to Cook, Is to develop itvori-

;release programs so' that convicts can build up a
work record. A detailed analysi,s of the workrelease
program in North carotins indicates that ex-cohvica
who were on work-release are much less likely to
commit; felonies than those who were not in sucka
program. -.Work-release won't hays a dramatic el.
fect," says CoiAlibut It will make a &rd."

Cracking Down.

According to VPI's Tullock a dramatic effect on
crime will result only frOm Increasing the punishment
deterrent. This, of course, will take huge expendi-
tures for more police, more prosecutors, mare
Judges. and more prisons. "The benefits will be even
bigger," says Tullock. "Society ,willend up with less
crime and fewer people in prison" /

To make more efficient use of existing police
resources, both Tullock and Ehrlich would legalize'
so-called victimless crimes such as prostitution and
gambling, freeing police to fight real crime. Cur-
rently, victimless, c Imes account for 'about 40% ofe: .,

total arrests. acc rd to some estimates. But lib-
eraHeaning Lste Thurow of MIT disagrees sharply z
with 'the libertarian cab for legalizing
crime. Says Thvrow. "One of the ways we teach o r
;daughters not to be probtitutes is by out!
prostitution. If we want more police, let's spen
more money and get them.Lers not tell society that'
Its morals dre wrong." I

.

No*I-iere do moral sensibilities play a more crucial
.role than on the issue of capital punishment. Ehrlic
rids also undertaken a study to answer the question .-
of whither the death penalty. deters murder. The
results appear in the Juhe, 1975, issue of the Amer-
ican Economic Review. Examining nati4a1 datdfOr
the years 1933-1969, he finds that 04 increased
likelihood of being executed has a small but *signif-,..
scant impact in preventing murder. Ehrlich estimates
that there Is a one to 17 trade-off between execution
and murder. Each execution prevents 17 murders.

Ehrlich's results are now enshrined in the plead-
ings before the Supreme Court. Because his study
:also carried a stinging attack on the work of sod-
ologists who purported to slow no deterrent impact
from *capital punishment, early this year he was ,
asked by the ,SolicitorGeneral's tiffice to submit a '
working draft fbr their presentation Which in effect
argued for the death penalty before the Supreme ,.
Court In Fowler vs. North Carolina. Ehrlich, who is
against capital punishitentaefused. But a draft was
submitted without his permission in'the April fgu-
mentsbefore the Court. ', - .

However, . economists are less likely to accept
Ehrlich's Capital punishment findings they his earlier
results. Peter Passel! of Columbia University argues
that Ehrlich is on shaky epnometric ground. Passel!

...
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..
maintains that the choice of the time periodused in
the study is crucial. He says, If you exclude the last
few years from the equations, you find no relation-
ship between the death penalty and the murder
rate," Passe II claims that factors other than the
decline in executions throughout the 196Ds may
haye been responsible for the increase in the murder
rate in the mid- 1960s notably the social unrest
caused by the Vietnam War.

Ehrlich, of tours% does not buy Passell's objec-
tio,n. But he, too, is extremely careful in interpreting
his own results. He notes that conviction formurder
.as a far cIrsepter deterrent effect than execution. If
one thereforeargues,fhat juries would be less likely

S.
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to convict because there is It chance that the defen-
dant might be executed. then the number of convic-
tions may indeecrfallAnd the fall in the conviction
tate could then swamp the deterrent effect of the
death penalty, Ehrlich finds no evidence that this is
the case. He nonetheless says: !Tye shown 'that
executions deter murders. That doesn't mean that t
executing people is the optimal olicy."

Economists have shown that society need not get
to the root causes of criminal behavior in order to
reduce crime. Criminals seem to respond to both
negative and positive incenfives. The critical ques-
tion remains, howsiier, to what degree each should
be emphasized.

0
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Handout 5-1 I.

THE SAFE SCHOOL STUDY

O

The Safe School Study ,

Because hard facts and information on the extent
of school crime, violence, and vandalism were lack-
ing, Congress requested in 1974 Pat the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare (now called
Department of Health and Human Services) conduct
a mayor scientific study of this problem. The actual
work of designing and administering' the study was
done by the National institute of Education.

The study was carried out in three phases. Phase
I involved mailing a questionnaire to 5.578 public
school principals who were asked to report 'details
of school crime, violence, and vandalism for se-
lected one-month periods between February 1976
and January 1977. Phase II consisted of question-
naires filled out by piincipals, teachers. and students
in 851 junior and senior high schools. Phasd Ill
allowed the researchers to visit fen schools through-
out the country with a history of school crime,
violence, and vandalism. At these schools the re-
searchers conducted interviews with students,
teachers, administrators, and other school person -

.nei. The results of all the data-gathered in these
three phases were published in a report last January
titled Violent SehooleSale Schools. The "Safe
School Study' represents the most dependable ef-
fort so far to answer the four main questions about
school crime, violence, and vandalism which are
listed at the beginning of this article.

How Serious?
How serious is the problem? According to the

"Safe School Study," "One answer is considerably
more serious than It was 15 years ago, and about
the same as it was 5 years ago." At the present time,
tie natiortageneraily seems to be going through a
leveling-on period. School crime, violence, and van-

, dalism may even be starting to decline, at least in
some areas.

About 8% of the nation's schools are currently
experiencing a "serious problem," This percentage
may` eem small, but it represents 8,700 elementary
and secondary schools. The problem Is most seri-
ous in large city schools where 18% of the junior
highs and 28% of the senior highs report having
serious Problems. However, the greatest number of
seriously affected schools (88% of the total) are

actually located in suburban areas is is gue to
the fact that more schools exist In suburbs than in
the big cities. Thus, although the problem appears
to be concentrated In urban schools, crime, viol-
ence, and vpdalismaccordinci.to the "Safe School
Study"--"... is a probleM that affects large numbers
of schOols in every type of location."

4 Teenagers spend about a quarter of their time in
school, Do the facts from the "Safe School Study'
mentioned above indicate that schools are actually
tinsels places? The answer is a qualified "yes."
Depending, of course, on the particular school a
teenager attends, the risk of violence is generally
greater to him or her there than any other single
"place. About 40% of all robberies and 36% of all
assaults against teenagers happen In schools. This
is especially true for younger students, aged 12-15.

Vand- alism, the intengral destruction of school
'proper*, is also a meigure of the seriousness of

. school crime. The "Safe School Study" states that
24,000 elementary and secondary schools out of a
total pf 84,000 report some act of- vandalism each
month:Although the-average cost of a single act of
vandalism is only $81, the cost of repairing and
replading school property because of the activity of
vandals, is $200 minion a year. When the cost of
guards and security devices is figured In, the cost
rises to about $800 million a year.

The present school crime situation has never
been w0,80; but what are the long-term trends? The
study found a pattern of Increasing assaults, rob-
beries, and Vandalism taking place in the schools in
the late 1980s end early '70s. But, the frequency at
these criminal acts had leveled off by 1975. The
problem does not seem to ba getting worse.ln fact,
there ,are indications of Improvement. But crime.
violence, and vandalism in the schools is as serious
as it has ever been'

Hovi Many?
Students and leachers are the primary victims of

school crime and violence. How many of them are
affected? the percentages are small, but it should
be remembered that It takes only a few attacks,
robberies, or thefts at school to increase the fear
level among students and teachers.

Excerpted ROM Bill of dn Action (September 1678), pp. 13-14. a 1978 Constitutional Rights Foundation, Los Angeles, Gent. used
by permission,
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Handout 5- (concluded)

Among students, theft is the most common Crime
at school. About 11% of all studentsthat is 2.4
minion young. peoplehave Something stolen from
them at school each month. Most thefts involve
small items 'or amounts of money less than $10..

A much smaller percentage of students (1.3%) are
attacked epch month at school. But, attack victims
4'161 number nearly 300,000 students monthly. While
most attacks are minor and probably involve simple
fighting, 42% result in some injury'. About 4% of the
attack victims require malice! attention. Another
significant fact about school attacks is that twice as
many take place in Junior highs than in seni9r highs.

About one-half of 1% of public school students
are victims of robbery or extortion ("shakedowns")
each month. This amounts to out' 100,000 students.
However, 76% of these robberies and extortions
involve sums of money less than $1. "Hey kid, gim e
a quarter," is an example of a typical schoolya d
petty extortion. Nevertheless, 11% of all rob aryl
extortion incidents result in an injury to the victim.
Again, this type of crime is more common in Junior
high schools.

The percentage of teachers victimized in the
schools is similar to that of students:

12% or 130,000 are theft victims each month;
less than 1°0 or 5,200 are attacked in one month,
most without serious injury;
one-half of 1% or 6,000 are robbed monthly.

in addition, teachers were asked about rape in-
cidents against female teachers at school. it appears
that about 400 teachers are raped each Month at
school, although this Is a rough estimate.

As with student victims, teachers are. more likely
to become victimized in junior high schools.

More than just the victims themselves seem to be
affected by crime and violence in school. Students
and teachers were asked about their "fear level"
while at school. About 3% of all students surveyed
reported that they .yere laireld Of being hurt or
bothered at sqhoOl ''most of the time." Anadditional
20% said that they were afraid "sometimes." Over
10% of the teachers stated that they had been
threatened with Injury by students, and a similar

percentage reported holding back from confronting
misbehaving students because of fear.

These figures do undercut somewhat the claims
of many sensational news media stories about
school crime and violence. But, the prciblem does
exist; it serious; and in many schools it interferes.
with the teaching and learning process.

When and Where?
The "Sale School Study" was able to establish

definite patterns of when and where school crime,
violence, and'vandalism typically take place.

The personal crimes of theft, assault, and robbery
occur most frequently during regular school houp.
This should not be a surprise, since both the of-
tenders and their victims are close together. An
interesting pattern, however, develops during the
week. Generally, crimes against persons occur in-
frequently at the beginning, of the school, week,
increase to a maximum .of Wednesday, and 'then
taper off during the remain er of the week, Also,it
thefts, assaults, and rcibberi s tend to take place
more often In the sprine: .,

Most school property offenses such as breaking
and entering, burglary, and vandalism occur on
weekends or before and after school on weekdays.
School property crimes are highest when school
opens in the fall, and then they gradually decline in
number during the rest of the school year.

4n important finding of the "Safe School Study"
was tharthe safest place for students to be at school
Is in the classroom. On the other hand, there are
numerous unsafe arm's. The riskiest place for stir:
dents are the haflw s and stairwells. OthEr danger
spots at school are reitroorns, cafeterias, locker
r and gyms. By way.of contrast, the least safe
place a teacheir is his or her own classroom. This
is the c pecause many teachers probably are in
their classrooms alone before and after school as
well as during lunch.

When and where school crime happens is impor-
tant to know since this information allows the
schools to develop effective crime prevention meas-
ures. As far as students are concerned, this means
"Stsy in classl"......

...'lt
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Handout 5-3

SCHOOL CRIME
. e

e

(Name of School or chool District)

Find out the extent and cost of crimq in your Octrol
'example, per week, per month. per samestai, per
crime in the School an usually available from the pr
gionerally be obtained from the superintendept's PHI

or school district during comparable periods of tirne,(for
school year). Statistics about the cost and incidence of
Incipars office. information about the school district must
Ce.

A. Vandalism (types, number of incidents, and cost)

-0

B. Arson (types, number of incidents. and cost)

C. Theft (types, number of incidents, and cost)

0.

D. Weapons (types end number confiscated)

E. Assaults (number of Incidents Anvolvingt students.
teachers, and other school personnel)

F. Rape (number of incidents involving students, teach-
ers, and other school personnel)

G. Murder (number of Incidents involving ftudents,tfisch-
ars, and other school personnel) 114,1

H. Student suspensions and expulsions (number due to
criminal behavior)

School security (number of security officers end Cost
of security system) . '

:"

J. Fire and theft insurance (coat: have rated increased
recently? If so, why?)"

K. Total amount budgeted for school .0'1mb-relined ex-, '
penditures (insffrance, security. dernageer settlement!),
etc.,)

I '

Adapted from am 01 RIghla In A011orl (September 1978), p. 23 1978 CorlatutiOnst ftightsFoundation. Los Angeles. Caul used by
permission.
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Handout 5-4

SCI-I001. CRIME SURVEY/INTERVIEW. FORM

(Name of Survey/ Interview Group)
r

1. Do you think crime and violence are major problems,in school.
Yes ... -

2. Do you feel safe when you go to or visit school during the day?
Yes_ No_.

a...--
3. Do you feel safe when you go to or visit school at night?Yes No -

ar

a

4. Have you eve been a victim of-a crime inthe schbol?
Yes _

eft
If your afiswer was "yes" what type of crime?

Vandalism Theft Assault_ Other
es -

5. Do you know anyone who has been a victim of a crime In school? ,

Yes No If your answer was "yes" what type of crime?
Vandalism Theft_ Assault 'Other

6. What do you thik should be done to prevent or reduce crime ir; schools?

is

Ni.

\\* a `
From Anasyrrng Cnme and Crane Control A Resource Guide, EPS Series. 1981 Pubiashed by the Joint Council on Econorisc Educpbori,
1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York. New YOrk 10038 4.
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SEEKING SOLUTIONS.TO SCHOOL VIOLENCE AND VANDALISM
Birch Bayh

BirCh Bayh is a former U.S. senator from indlaidia

During the six years I served as chairman of the
Senate Subcommittee To Investigate Juvenile Delin-
quency we conducted numerous hearings and re-
ceived testimony from more than.500 witnesses on
a variety of topics, including the extent and cause of
drug abuse, runaway youths, school drop-outs, the
confinement of juveniles in, detention facilities,.and
the most promising programs for reducing the
alarming rate of juvenile delinquency. The legislation
enacted to deal with these pro tams is the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. This act Is
designed to prevent young people frdm entering our
tailing juunile justice system and to assist com-
munities 11F creating more sensible and economic
approaches for youngsters already in the system. It
makes possible for thorfirstlime a coordinated effort
by federal; state, and local governments along with
private groups to address the problems and causes
of crime and delinquency among our youth.

In the course of our work on this ;legislation I

became increasingly concerned with (Owls from
educators and others ever the rising level of.violencb
and vandalism in the-nation's public school system.
Because many of the underlying problems of delin-
quency, as well as their prevention and -anitrol,fate,
intimately connected with the nature and quality of
the 'school experience. it became 'apparent that, to
the e = nt that ,bur schools were being subjected to

creasing trend of violence and vandalism, they
-would necessarily becom'e a factor in the escalating
rate of juvenile crime and delinquency. No effort to
prevent delinquency could ignore the tremendous
impact of such development. Therefore the sub-
committee began an in-depth in estigaticin to deter-
mine both the extent of these pr lems and possible
programs to improve the situ n. We conducted a
nationwide survey of 757 s ol systems enrolling
approximately half of the p blic elementary and.
secondary students In the country....

We also urged the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention. under the authority pro-

vided by the school- and educationrelated sections
of the Juvenile Justlee Act, to explore ways in which
the federal government might heipreduce the grow-
ing problems of violence and vandalism...

Drily a decade ago violence and vandalism in
schools were considered troublesome but hardly
critical problems. Virtually every school in AmeriCa
had experienced an occasional fight or a broken
window. Such- ocCurrences had long been viewed as
more or less a fixture of school life. Recently, how-
ever. the situation has changed. What was once
regarded as in unfortunate but tolerable fact of life
for teachers and students has become,a source of
growing concern and even alarm for many membee
of the education community. Our investigatidb tias
found these concerns to be well founded; acts 6f
violence and vandalism are Indeed occurring with
more friiquency and intensity Wen the past: In
some schools; 11111W, the probleMs have escalated
to a degree that makes the already difficult tasks of
education nearly impossible....

it shoula be made clear, of course, that not every
elementary and secondary school in the country is
staggering under a crime wave. of violence and
vandalism. However, while many school systems are
able to operate- on a relatively satisfactory basis.
there is abundant evidence that a significant and
grOwing number alschools in urban, suburban, and
rural areas ae confronting serious levelsSif violence
and vandalism.

I should lEipiphaece that this is not a probierk;
found exclusively in large cities or in less affluent
sohool dIstriGts. 'Schools voicing concern 'over the .
escalating rates of violence and vandalism along
with thf often attendant problems oLweapons.
drugs, and rampant absenteeism can b6 found In
any city, suburb, or town. Irrespective of geographic
location or perCapita income: Simply put, while not
every school suffers from serious violence and yam
dalism, no school can afford to adopt. the smug

.

Excerpted from Phi Delta Klippen (December 1978). pp 298-302. 6 1978 Phi Delta Kappan, Inc. Reprinted b;perr !mom
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attitude that "It can't happen here." Unfortunately, It
can and has been happening in far too many
schools.

Thh costs of vandalism prevention and repair can
result In signiflodit and sometimes staggering
strains on education budgets. Los Angeles spent
more than $7 million on these efforts In 1974-75, at
a time when the school system was already facing
a $40 million deficit. The Chicago school system
suffered $3.5 million in property loss In 1974, to
which can be added $3.2 million for school security
programs and $3 million for guards necessitated by
violence and vandalism. On a, national like!. the
National Association of School Security Directors
estimates that school vandalism diverts more than
$590 million from annual education budgets. This
sum exoeeds the total amount spent on schbol
textbooks in 1972.

Obviously, these are serious problems. But I be-
lieve that we can solve them through careful analysis
of their nature and through construction of various
solutions that are compatible with an educational
atmosphere. We must, hoivever, keep several points
in mind. p ,.

Initially, we must recognize that the solution to
crime in the schools does not lie solely within .the
schools Numerous factors totaillt beyond' JO:
school's centrk4iave a significant-linpatt. As was
extensively explored throughout our hearings, Prob-
lems involving home environ?nent, severe unem-'
ployment among young 'people. and e lock of ade: '
quate recreational activities all have tremendous
influence on youth, yet the school's ability to gel:
directly with them Is obviously minimal. .

We should also be aware that pronlises to resolve__
...sviolence and vandalism in ichbola defined Only in

terms of 'legislativ enactments, whether On the
federal, state 1000 revel, create .false hopes, .
because of t e nature Of these problems,'the diver-
sity ortheir rigins, and the IntriOacies of human
behavior., I believe that the printipal Ingredient in
successful efforts to reduce violence and vandalism
is not more money or more laws but the active
involvement of the education'ecrri6unitY in a range '
of thoughtful and balanced programs.

In order to stimulate this process of involvement,
the subcommittee prepared and issued a repOrt,
Challenge for America's Third Century. Education in

0 a safe Environment, which outlined the .kinds of
locally: based programs we found that could help

V -I
?

.

14

prevent and reduce school violence and vandalism,
These approaches are not based' on the premise
that we should confront these problems by turning
our schools into armed fortresses, Instead, they are
educationally oriented strategies that cen succeed

'in enriching the classroom environment and creating
the kind Of atmosphere in which 'education can best
take place.... .

While it is of course impossible within the limita-
tions of this article to provide an In-depth explana-
tion of each of these strategies. I would like to
describe two of them briefly.

Our studies show that a significant number of
incidents of violence and vandalism can be traced
to young school-aged intruders who are not cur-
rently attending school because they are truant,
suspended, or have dropped out completely. One
way to reduce the intruder problem, in addition to
programs to reduce truant,/ end dropouts, would be
to insure that suspension policies are helping to
provide proper discipline in school and are not
detracting from it by needlessly creating potential
school intruders.

In' some schools,viotation of.ordinary student rules
against such, behavior, as smoking or tardiness is
punitthed by suspension, Suspension should be re-
served for more serious violations. While students
who pose a serious danger to persons or property
bliviously should be quickly removed from schools,
our studies show that many teachers and principals
feel they should have other alternatives in disciplin-
ing yopngsters for ordinary day -to -day, offenses than
putting them out on the streets. Among.useful alter-
natives are "cool-off" rooms, behavior contracts.

end additional counseling strategies. These can be
used to keep order at the same time we keep kids
in schools.

Our study of vandalism fit4idicates that mooch
of this destructive activity occurs in the late after-
noon,.in the evening, or or weekends when the
stho01 buildings are empty. CommUnity education ,

programs that expand the active use of the school
plant can help prevent vandalism and turn a "target
of opportunity" into a, more valued community re-
source. t,. . i

C .
. -

As mentioned above, I am cOnvjnced that the
most Important element in the prevention of schodi
violence and vandalism is the active involvement of
the entire educition community In local efforts to
accomplish this goal.....

,-,
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Handout 576 .

WHY SCHOOL VANDALISM?
.

3
School vandalism has always existed, but more recently it has gotten more ,

frequent and costly. Why is this? .

The U.S. Office of Education blames a growing permissiveness in American
society.kccording to this view, the old rules and values governing family life,

jparental responsibility and codes of conduct no longer seem to apply to any...
age group. . ,

Another explanation for the recent increase in school vandalism might be
that Juvenile delinquency anct crime have also skyrocketed in recent years, .

According to the FBI, about half,of all serious crimes are now .committed by .
teenagers. This, In turn, m4 be due to the fact that the percentage of
teenagers in the population has recently become larger.

' The schools themselves may also contribute to the problem of vandalism.
Some school critics blame lax discipline and easier academic standards for
the upturge in vandalism. Ojhers say that vandalism is a sign that at least /
some students are being treated unfairly by teachers and adminietrators.

. What reasons do school vandals themselves give? When they are caught, i
which Is not very otten,sa typical respose is, "I don't knbw'why !did it."

Senior Scholastic magazine, in Ha February 23, 1978 issue, asked two
vandals to explain their actions. "I know It's not right," replied a white suburban

N
youth who had smashed windows at-his high school,,"but I guess I just didn't
feel as though that school had.much to do with meexcept that it was elways
ordering me around, really controlling my life.... it made me feel better."

Another vandal who broke windows at his higp school (a black student living
Ina poor New York City neighporhoOd) said, "I'M supposed Ito be concerned
about human rights in Russia, short stories, and a dozen other things. But
nobody seems to care about my life... : I guess it was just a way of getting
back."

i
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Role Cards

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY SERVICES

You, are responsible for hospitals, the welfare department, the recreation
departnient, and social agencies. One wing of a hospital needs to be repainted.
Due to an increase in unemploymeht, you feel a compelling need to help
unemployed people find Jobs and therefore wish to increase the staff of the
employment office. Also, the city recently acquired an empty lot in the old part
of,town, and you would like to develop a park and recteational facility there
to help keep the young people in that area off the streets. A recent article in
the newspaper congratulated the police force for a lowering of the crime rate,
and you feel that a substantial increase in Law Enforcement's budget may not
be necessary.

Last year's budget .. $300,000
Additional budget requests for next year.,,..,-/ 90,000

t
Pairrting of hospital $15,000

..sEmployment office staff increase 45,000
I Recreational facility 30.000

TOTAL BUDGET REQUESTED FOR NEXT YEAR $390,000

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY

A recent study Of the crime rate in your city revealed a slowing of crime. You
are convinced that this improvement is the result of recent action supported
by the City Counoil. You spent additional funds allocated to. you in the past
two years for modernizing the department and improved recruiting .and ).
training of police personnel. Now "you went to raise the efficiency of the
department further- by lincreasing the number of officers, adding more patrol
Cars, and modernizffig the Jell in order to provide a more civillied environment
for the inmates. You see the possibility of a substantial improvement In the
arrest rate for auto thefts thy/3;141i the acquisition of a new radio-computer
communications link witti.petrol cars that will allow police officers to identify
the owner of a vehicle-in eight seconds.

Last year'* budget $600,000
Additional budget requests for next year 210,000

Additional personnel $90,000
New cars 21,000
Jail improVdments 60,000
Radio computer links 39,000

TOTAL BUDGET REQUESTED FAR NEXT YEAR $810,000
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MAYOR'S OFFICE AND CITY ADMINISTRATION'
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..The situation of thp courts in your city ib intoldrablei because they have more
cases than the can handle. Your city ripst appropriate funds to build more/
courtroom la ies.-You also need to modernize .record keeping: You are
convinced that leasing a computer-shaiing service wuldimprove the present

"system of keeping city records and theovelall efficiency of city administration.
A recent newspaper article 'congratulated the police force on lowering-The
crime rate, and you feel that a subs 'Vial increase in Law 'Enforcement's
budget may not be necessary.. 4: '''' : t
Last \Vara-budget f.- .

.
$300,000

,... Alto ...---
Additional budget requestifor next o 90,0"00ar.. -

NeW courtroom fealties -... . ., $60,000
C.orriputer-sharing service- 30A%,

q TOi'ALSUDGEIT REQUESTED FOR NEXT YEAR . $390,D0.0

\ i

4,

0 .

.

FIRE DEPAR

, ...At
.1, u are committed to- expand and modernlie the department. You are also

, agar to add a much needed paramedic/had to the departMent. Firemen s

are expecting a, rise in their salaries/ A recent article in the
congratulated the police force for lowerihg the crime rate, and you that-a
Substantial didition to Law Enforcement's budget may not be necessary. 41t

v $450,000 42/

.fUlditiGnaltp.udpktkrequests*for.nextoal- 120.600

: . Pararnedic t5alreirk ..s- $30,000
Rescae-veacles 4. it). ' - 75.000
Salary increases 15,000

UD3ET AQUESTEO FOR NEXT YEAR 4 .' i $570,000

'NT

4

Last year's budget
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SCHOOL BOARD

Due to a growth in population, especially with new housing' developments, the
present schools cannot adkquately house'or educate all of the community's
children.' You feAthat It Is essential for a new elementary school to be built
and more teachers to 6e.hired. The building of thy new. school would be
financed by a, bond issue which has already passed, but there would be
additional costs for equipment? Demagds by the teachers for a coSt-of-livirt
incrtse will require additional,money."Yqu feel certain the teachers will strike
if thi demand is not met Yop would also like the 'police to augment' their
night patrols of the school grounds. A recent article ip the newspaper"

,congraluleted the police force for lowering the crime rate, and you feel that a
substatlial increase in Law Enforcement's budget may not be necessary.

Last year's budges $750,000
Additional budget requests for nip year 210,000

Furnishings for new school $120,000
New teachers and salary Increase .90,000

TOTAL BUDGET REQUESTED FOR NEXT YEAR $966,000

.PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

You are responsible for the sewer, water, power, and street systems, as well
as the maintenance of public buildings. As a result of a recenrder of theW
state environmental protection agency, you must incrdase theefficiency of
your sewage treatment. Last year you requested additional fds to extend
theservices you provide to new housing developments. It was denied because

.the needs of other agencies were considered, by the Council to be .more e
urgent. You still need an increased budget In order to extend the sewer system
and street lights tote new, housing. Due to an increase in muggings and in
citi;en complaints a ut streetkrime, you also want to install additional as
well as more efficle _street lights in the old parts of town. Without the increase
In funds you will noftie able to improve services to the community. A recent
article in the newspaper congratulated the police force for loweringie crime
rate, -and you !eel That a substantial increase in Law Enforcemen, budget
may not be necessary. ,

Last year's budget A.1
Oror
..... $600,000

Additional budget IIIIN,Oror next year 180,000

. . Improirement at sewa6e'treatment facility $60,000
. ,

Extension of sewer system to new housittg 60,000 ...:

Expansion of lights in now housing' .. 30,000
. Lights in old .parts of town . 30,000

TOTAL BUbGEf REQUESTED FOR NEXT YEAR i $780,000 .
yr ;
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